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Cuapter I. 

** Old days, they cling, they cling.”’ 

All the world seemed asleep. Light after light glim- 

mered faintly, and went out, along the line of the dark 

water-world below. The white curtains from the open win- 

dows fluttered in the sea-breeze that rose and died away 

fitfully, as if it were the languid and irregular breathing of 

the earth at night. The low moon, just rising over the old 

oak grove on the hill above Fiorillo, sent a slanting and 

uncertain splendor into a little room where a young girl lay 

asleep. Her rounded limbs showed their outlines through 

the covering, which one restless hand had pushed down to 

her waist, while her dimpled and rounded cheek, flushed by 

slumber, rested upon the other, in almost the attitude of a 

sleeping infant. The sleeve had faHen back from the full 

arm, with its one ‘dimple at the elbow, and left it bare, with 

the dainty wrist and the small hand, on one of whose taper- 

ing fingers showed still the shadowy mark of a ring. The 

hair was loosened from its thick braids, and clustered 

in a thousand little curls about the temples, and the small 

ears. The breast of the young sleeper heaved in the sweet 

unrest of a dream, and a slow smile stirred about her red 

lips, as a bird sang in the garden below, and rocked himself 

to and fro on the blossoming almond bough, in the delight 
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of his own music. The pure, dark face seemed so filled 

with repose that it would have needed a rough hand to dis- 

turb its rest. 

No one but the old nurse, Lisa, moved here and there in 

the dimly lighted room. She moved softly towards the 

large arm-chair where the floating white dress lay, the little 

sleeve with its dainty coguetteries of embroidery and lace, 

the bodice with its swelling outline, the loosened sash, and 

on the floor the little slipper with its arched instep, almost 

warm yet with the pressure of a small foot within. Putting 

these carefully in order with a loving hand, the old nurse 

went across the room to a large mirror (which, if it had 

been a sentient thing, might have smiled to itself and won- 

dered at the wrinkled, grotesque features which followed the 

sweet young face that had last looked in it), but she found 

nothing here out of its place but a knot of scarlet ribbon, 

only half untied by eager fingers ; and, closing the window, 

through which the sea-breeze began to blow too coldly, she 

passed out at the door. 

The great constellations moved half across the sky. 

Now and then a cock crew, and there seemed to be a stir in 

some of the fishermen’s huts below ; but still the young girl 

slept. Suddenly there came a sound of wheels below, and 

of the unloading of luggage, and rapid steps came along the 

hall outside. A woman’s voice close by her door exclaimed, 

in the simple Quaker fashion, ‘‘ Oh, John! is it truly thee 

at last? I am glad to see thee again.’’ Then the two 

entered a room and the door closed. 

At the sudden arrival, the girl had started up with a 

swift tremor; then, as the footsteps moved away, her con- 

sciousness began to take up the dropped threads. Only 

another traveller. ‘* John,’’ — she remembered hearing a 

quiet, sweet-faced lady, with gentle blue eyes, tell an old gen- 

tleman seated beside her at the hotel table that ‘*‘ John was 

coming to-night.’’ It was he, then, who had just arrived ; 

but, quickly forgetting the cause of her awakening, she 
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raised herself upon one elbow and looked out upon the 

night, or rather twilight, for already the white outlines of 

the statue upon the parapet showed clear against the dark- 

ness, and the marble hand seemed uplifted as if to tell of 

the coming dawn ; while the night, unresting and tremulous, 

began to break and disappear in the slowly crimsoning skies. 

Old memories of past days came back, as all of our old 

life, with its shame, regret, and sorrow always returns 

in the first dawn of the morning, when the soul lies ba.e 

and defenceless before it. Tears, large and luminous, hung 

heavy in her dark eyes, as the summer of three years ago 

in which she first learned to know well George and Maurice 

Elliott, began to reveal itself line by line to her recollec- 

tion. 

These two brothers were very unlike each other in face 

and character. Maurice, much the elder of the two, grave 

and reticent, dark and homely in features; so nervously 

awkward in manner and gesture that he seemed to have 

an irreconcilable misunderstanding with all his limbs, 

rather repelled than attracted you at first sight; but 

George, with his bright, handsome face, and easy grace or 

movement, won all your heart at once. His curling hair 

was of a light chestnut-brown, and his eyes hazel, with 

long, dark lashes that imparted an indescribable expression 

of frankness and almost childlike trustfulness to them. 

Their mother and Francesca’s had been twin-sisters, and 

George often wore a likeness of both in some sudden 

glance or gesture, while Maurice inherited their dark col- 

oring without the beauty which accompanied it. The 

two mothers died soon after the birth of Francesca and 

George, within a few months of each other, and when Mr. 

Evelyn was in England, he had treated the two orphan boys, 

the nephews of his dead wife, to whom he had been warmly 

attached, as if they had been his own sons; though from 

difference of age, as well as character, Maurice had been 

trusted and consulted with a calm affection, while the little 
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George had been caressed and indulged in every whim and 

caprice. But his daughter Francesca had rarely seen them. 

Her early youth was spent in Italy, where her mother had 

lived, and when she came to England as a young girl, 

George was at school and Maurice was a young curate 

in a distant parish. They all met for the first time at 

Fiorillo one summer three years ago. Then, Maurice 

seeing her rich, dark face, sweet with all pure and high 

meanings, loved her and gave his life to her use silently, to 

tread upon, if there were need, or if by so doing her foot- 

steps might be guarded from stones or mire. His younger 

brother, George, also noticed that her face was beautiful, 

and her voice sweet and low, and began to analyze this 

beauty and melody curiously, wondering whether the smile 

would be lovelier fora blush, or the tones more delicious for 

the tremulous vibrations of love. He at first wondered, 

and then began to experiment, and at last to love, as far 

as such a nature was capable of loving. Day followed 

day in their close intercourse, full of pleasures, full of the 

freshness and sweet surprise of first love, until her dream 

slowly began to unveil its features to her. She remem- 

bered one morning, while Maurice and herself were sitting 

together, her father entered with an open letter, his benev- 

olent face beaming with excitement and delight. 

** Don’t you remember, daughter, the young English 

doctor who nursed me through the yellow fever on the ship, 

when no other physician would come on board for fear of 

contagion? He afterwards, at the risk of his own life, 

saved Capt. Ross of the army, although the captain had 

insulted him. 

Francesca answered in the affirmative, for she had often 

heard both stories, which her father never wearied of relating. 

‘¢] have a letter from him,”’ he continued ; ‘+ he is going on 

a three years’ cruise in the Mediterranean, and he encloses 

the picture of himself for which I asked him. See, here 
999 

it is! 
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Mr. Evelyn placed it in her hands triumphantly. Fran- 

cesca opened the case with interest, and looked with admir- 

ation at the smilng but firm lips, and the eager brown eyes. 

Underneath the picture was the signature, ‘‘ Truly your 

friend, John Page,’’ written in a bold, legible hand. * It 

is « very heroic face,’ she said; ‘*almost a beautiful 

one.”’ 

‘* You will not see many young men like that now, eh, 

Frank ?’’ replied the old gentleman, rubbing his glasses with 

delight. 

Francesca smiled dreamily. It seemed so far off and 

disconnected with their present lives, that even now she 

wondered that she remembered so distinctly every tone and 

look in the conversation. Then catching sight of a woman 

passing by, she suddenly started up, and called her cousin 

Maurice to the window. 

‘¢ There is Teresa, cousin Maurice, the handsome peasant 

woman of whom I was telling you yesterday. Is she not 

unlike her race? ”’ 

The woman who went by was large and superbly formed, 

and walked with a free and almost haughty grace. Unlike 

most Italians, her hair was a tawny gold; but though her 

skin was naturally fair, it had become tanned by constant 

exposure to the sun and air. Her cheeks were flushed 

with a rich deep color, and there seemed to be a slumbering 

fire in her eyes. She looked sullen and vexed now, and 

would not glance at any one as she passed. 

‘** She lives on the road above the sea-shore, George says. 

remarked Fran- 

cesca, carelessly pulling the blossoming sprays of the tree 

that overhung the window seat. 

9 
I should like to go and see her some day, 

Old Lisa, Francesca’s nurse, who rarely ever left her, 

looked up with anxiety, and glanced across at Maurice with 

a warning look. ‘* It is a rough road, my pretty one; you 

vannot go there.’’ 
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‘* Why, nurse!’’ exclaimed Francesca, surprised, for the 

old woman rarely ever spoke while she was with others, 

‘‘ after all my rambles over these hills, and climbing the 

cliffs, too? I have been far beyond her home often.” 

** Teresa will not be a good person for you to visit,”’ 

continued the old woman, in a disturbed tone. ‘+ My pretty 

one will not vex her old nurse; she will not go, will 

she?’”’ 

‘** Francesea,”’ said Maurice, turning around with an un- 

easy and embarrassed air, ‘* Lisa is quite right; you must 

not go.”’ 

‘* Must not! ’’ repeated Francesca, the pretty, wilful look 

in her face changing. ‘* Why cannot I go where I please? 

There is some mystery about this. Papa, is there any good 

reason why I should not go to see Teresa? ’’ 

He looked up in surprise, not having listened to the dis- 

cussion. ‘* None that I know of, my dear; but if Maurice 

says you ought not to go, why of course you must not go, — 

that’s a good child.”’ 

Francesca put her little hand around his neck coaxingly. 

‘* Papa, I do not believe you would ever refuse me anything, 

if other people did not intertere,’’ and ran out into the gar- 

den, where George was impatiently calling her. 

Mr. Evelyn looked after her light figure meditatively over 

his glasses, ‘*I believe I do spoil the child, that’s a fact ; 

but you must help me to take care of her, Maurice, for your 

mother’s sake,’’ and he went out. 

Maurice stood silently at the window, with a look of pain, 

until turning abruptly, he saw in Lisa’s dark face a fear 

expressed which as yet had only dimly flitted across his 

thoughts, and left no distinct recognition of itself in his con- 

sciousness. It threatened so strongly that he answered 

her hastily, as if she had spoken aloud. 

** No, Lisa, he is light and impulsive, but he cannot, — 

no, he will not trifle with her.’’ 
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CuHapTer II. 

AWAKENED. 

The next remembrance was of one sunny afternoon, after 

a long rain, when nature seemed reborn into fresher life. 

George had promised to walk with her, but did not come, 

and Maurice, always ready and always kind, offered to go 

in his stead. In the soft air the evanescent sweetness of 

roses cume to them with every fitful breeze. They stopped 

on the parapet to rest, as they returned, and presently 

they heard the sounds of voices from two persons walking 

on theshore beneath. They could not distinguish the words, 

until suddenly the woman exclaimed, in a tone whose rapid 

and intense enunciation was strong with passion : 

‘* Ah, yes, the English cousin pleases the signor now, — 

amuses him more than Teresa. But at first Teresa was 

most beautiful, was everything to the signor. He does not 

vare that his words are false, that his treachery ’? — 

‘*Come, come, Teresa,’’ said the man’s voice, coaxingly, 

and with a light laugh. ‘* Forget the past. It is gone.’’ 

‘*Gone!’’ said the passionate tones agam. ‘* Your love 

goes no deeper than the eye, and the smooth skin, and the 

smiling face; it never was in your heart at all. In true 

love, if not * forever,’ there was no life. I scorn your 

cold and false heart! ”’ 

‘¢ Teresa, Teresa !’’ laughed the light, cruel voice. ‘+ This 

is enough ; let us be friends.’’ 

‘* Friends! ’’ and she seemed to tread the ground under- 

foot as if it had been himself instead. ‘* If one does not 

love, there is nothing. What are you to me now? 

Nothing,’’ and she laughed with a scorn and derision that 

seemed to outweigh his lighter contempt, and sweep it from 

the face of the earth. 

Francesca had paused as if stunned. She now aroused 

herself suddenly, and moved on. She did not speak, but 
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Maurice, looking furtively at her face, saw a change there. 

It was as if the happy girlhood had died away, and the 

womanhood had been born to its experience of sorrow. 

‘* It is a sad thing,’’ he exclaimed, with an uncomfort- 

ably sharp accent of pain, ‘* the saddest thing to see love 

trifled with and rejected, —as if it were not the gift of God 

and the very life of His heaven.’’ 

Francesca looked up, but was silent. As they entered 

the house, George, too, came in at the lower garden-gate. 

**Cousin Maurice,’’ she said, ** you will stay with me? 

It will be best for me to speak to him now.”’ 

George looked with surprise from one to the other, for 

he had heard her last words, as he drew near them. 

‘* Well, and what has my grave and righteous brother 

been saying, — warning you against me, Francesca? ”’ 

He spoke with a bitterness which Francesca had never 

heard him use before, and she divined that Maurice had 

known all, and had before spoken to him indignantly, and 

with strong condemnation. 

‘* Nothing,’ she replied, quickly; ‘‘no he ‘told me 

nothing, but I myself heard.’’ 

‘*Then he need not remain here ; this is between you and 

me alone. Brother, will you go? ”’ 

Maurice turned silently to Francesca, although his lips 

closed silently, as if with a struggle. She hesitated, — 

then said: 

‘* Yes, Cousin Maurice, perhaps it would be best. I will 

speak to him alone,’’ and Maurice went out. 

George’s face changed suddenly again into its usual 

bright look. 

‘* You heard?’’ he said, laughingly. ‘*What of that? 

Teresa was beautiful, and she amused me. I could not 

help it, Frank, if she loved me,’’ and he tossed his bright 

curls back with a look of blended pride and joy. 

Francesca looked up gravely into his careless face. 

‘¢ Did you think I would not love you always. You need 
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only look in your mirror, — do you ever, Frank? I could 

not be unfaithful to the loveliest face and the sweetest eyes 

ever man saw. No, do not be afraid, Frank, that I shall 

ever change to you.”’ 

She moved a little impatiently from his side. 

‘* Perhaps I only amuse you, like Teresa.”’ 

‘* Teresa again! My darling, you are jealous,’’ and he 

smiled, not displeased by the thought. 

She pushed back her hair from her temples, as if its 

weight oppressed her. 

** Jealous! It is not jealousy I feel, — you do not under- 

stand at all, George, — it is—”’ 

She did not finish her sentence, but her look expressed 

her meaning so plainly that he answered, angrily : 

‘Contempt is rather late for us, is it not?’’ 

Then his tone suddenly changing into one of earnest, 

tender pleading : ‘‘Remember that you have promised to be 

true to me. My darling, only love me once more, and 

believe me. I could not deceive you, Frank.”’ 

She put out her hand quickly. ‘*‘Oh,don’t. I am more 

true now, George, than if I forgave or forgot such con- 

duct. Oh, George, I can never trust you any more! Can- 

not you see, —if you have been false to any one, it is as 

wrong as if you were false to me?’’ 

There was such a thrill of pain through her voice, as if a 

great gulf had suddenly opened, hopeless and dark, be- 

tween them, that he began, for the first time, to realize 

that he might not succeed. 

His brow darkened with anger. ‘* Make your choice 

deliberately, Francesca; for if you reject me now, I will 

never see your face again— never! I was a fool to believe 

you at first, but I tell you plainly I will not be lectured or 

ruled for every careless word, because Maurice thinks I am 

in the wrong.”’ 

He stopped in his passionate utterance, rebuked by the 

white face which she lifted up. The tears hung still on her 
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long lashes, as if they had been checked by a pain too deep 

for weeping. 

*¢ T do choose,’’ she answered, ‘* but not because Maurice 

or any one else thinks you wrong. I can renounce,’’ she 

added, in an underbreath. 

** You give me up, then, — cast me off for a few words? ”’ 

**No, but because — George, how can I say it? — you do 

not know what truth and love are. If I forgot this, the next 

time it would be the same,’’ she said, wearily. 

He touched her hand lightly for one moment, paused, 

and then turned abruptly and passed out of the garden-gate 

without looking back, until he had reached the foot of the 

long slope. He could no longer see the garden-walk 

where Francesca and himself had stood, but against the 

crimson of the shifting sunset sky the old house reared its 

balconies and turreted outlines darkly, and a flock of small 

birds, flying between him and the wavering glow, twitter- 

ing, chirping, and filling the air with their sweet, small 

voices and the sound of their innumerable wings. He 

turned angrily once, as one brushed against his very shoul- 

der in its impetuous flight, and then walked rapidly down 

the path and out of sight. 

Francesca, left alone in the red sunset glow, stood face to 

face with the sudden emptiness and the pain. She had 

dreamed of this love as a thing full of high thoughts, noble 

aims, forgetfulness of self, and it had spoken only to lure 

her to a lower ideal. ‘+ Eat, drink, and be merry, for to- 

morrow we die,”’ was its saying ; but the soul, that could not 

die, refused it. Slowly she entered the house, and went up 

to her own room, where she had once been so light-hearted 

and happy. There the full weight of her loss seemed to 

come crushing upon her, —the loss of caressing tones, of 

clasping hands, of tender eyes, of all the light, warmth, 

music of life, and in their stead was the desolation as of a 

holy place laid bare, a temple desecrated. Suddenly 

through the startled air came the clash of the great bells 

, 
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from the chapel-tower, and the words came into her mind, 

‘¢*All good souls praise the Lord!’’ as they filled the room 

with their jubilant reverberations. ‘*Am I so evil that I 

cannot praise Him?’’ moaned the young girl. ‘* His good 

will be done! ”’ 

The gray shadows began to rise, and flooded every corner 

and wrapped her still form, as if they felt some mute, inani- 

mate compassion, and would fain hide her away even from 

her own human pain. 

Underneath on the dark garden terraces, like another 

shadow that had gathered all the darkness into its own 

sombre outline, walked Maurice, and watched for some 

glimmering light from her window. And so, between the 

unceasing vigils of a human love below, faithful to her pain, 

and the Divine Love, above, that enfolded in its depths all 

her weakness and woe, she lay unconscious through the long 

night of tears and desolation, until that Love which had so 

watched and agonized for her centuries ago, in spite of her 

weak faith and coldness of love towards its own great 

Heart, gave her rest, and she slept, and remembered her 

sorrow no more. 

The next morning, when, languid and pale, she at last 

came down stairs, she found her father greatly perplexed 

and surprised by a farewell note from George, saying that 

he had suddenly decided upon purchasing a commission in 

a regiment which was ordered to India, and was compelled 

to return to England immediately, in order to make the 

necessary arrangements for his departure. 

Francesca explained to him very quietly that they had 

decided to break their engagement, an engagement which, 

it is true, Mr. Evelyn had only consented to on the ground 

of its being a conditional one, as he said both were too 

young, and George too unsettled, for them to bind them- 

selves by a positive pledge. She told him that no doubt 

George preferred not having the embarrassment of a fare- 

well interview, especially as he was, she feared, offended by 
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her decision. It was plainly a relief to the old gentleman, 

though he looked at her grave face a little uneasily, and 

asked if it were not only a lover’s quarrel? Was she sure 

that she had decided finally? 

** Quite sure,’’ she answered, looking up at him with a 

little smile, as if to reassure him. 

‘* What does Maurice think of it?’”’ 

‘+ T have not yet told him, but I am sure he will think I 

am right,’’ answered Francesca. 

** Well then, dear child, you will be ready to go with me 

to England next month. My agent writes pressing my 

return; and you look a little pale, Frank, — English air will 

do you good. There’s no home like old England after all.”’ 

But when Francesca reached England she was already ill 

with a fever, strangely weak, and unable to move. Never 

could she afterwards revert to this time without pain, when 

she lay day after day in the very shadow of death, feeling 

her heart, as if it were a living creature, beating hotly 

against the fibres of her body; seeing, with dreadful dis- 

tinctness, faces familiar, yet so strange; Lisa, her father, 

the kind old physician, seem to rise up as if from the 

surges of some far-off outer world, and appear around her 

bed, only to be swept off again into the dark. 

It was asif some great, dark power, only known before 

in the stirring of delicious dreams and tremulous fancies 

that had wavered like pure moonlight along the fresh 

water-line of her first youth, had suddenly become a dread- 

ful enemy that would not let her escape, but watched and 

lay in wait, until, after long swooning out of pain, life crept 

back in faint threads of consciousness to the half-deadened 

nerves. She felt sometimes an indistinct union with all 

other souls that were living on in pain and weariness and 

solitary sorrow, and would imagine—hardest of all—a 

face she had only known as careless and bright, changed by 

fatigue and burned by a tropical sunshine that shone on 

low, sandy shores, and see his eyes, full of unreasoning re- 
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proaches, fixed upon her. In her dream she would stretch 

out arms that only reached into empty darkness, and hands 

that could touch his no more. 

‘¢Am I a living pain?’’ she asked of herself, as she 

seemed thus to beat perpetually against the cold barrier of 

division, which no agonies of despair could break down, no 

passion of tenderness could soften. ‘* Have I any life at 

all but suffering?’’ But with a loving reproach and en- 

treaty which would not be shut out or denied, there came 

to her ears, through all the sounds about her,— the pitiless 

swinging of the pendulum as it slowly ticked the minutes, 

the continual rolling of the wheels on the road, — 

through all she heard the tender and uneasy accents of her 

father’s voice, praving for her life. The benumbed mind, 

weary with the effort to shape a thought out of its own dark, 

could scarcely grasp the idea of life, except sometimes as a 

great, solitary sun, shining far off over green leaves and 

tangled jungles. Her little fingers had grown so thin that 

it was with difficulty they bore the weight of the onyx ring 

which she had worn day and night. But it had been use- 

less to try to remove it, for in the deepest stupor, in the 

wildest delirium, her moan had been always: ‘‘ If you take 

it from me I shall die! If you takeit from me I shall die !”’ 

repeated again and again. For deep in the underlying 

region of farthest consciousness was a feeling that if the 

continuity of life were anywhere broken — if any love or 

memory were lost — life would perish utterly. Who knows 

that it was not true? For the One who cares for humanity 

the most has said, in words of wisdom which we have 

scarcely fathomed in our interpretations, ‘* Gather up the 

fragments that remain, that nothing be lost.’’ 

So the onyx ring wore its shadowy and ghost-like mark 

deep into the feeble white hand, that was just beginning to 

find its way back into life. One morning, she awoke re- 

freshed, in her father’s arms, as the sunrise, with a lumi- 

nous and passionate splendor, struck aslant the purple hills, 
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and the green forest trees stirred with the coming of the 

morning wind, and long, dewy shadows trembled athwart 

the mown grass. The birds chirped, one to another, and 

sang in their hidden nests in the old oak near the east 

window. Then, looking up into her father’s kind eyes, the 

young girl saw a duty in the life that was before her, and 

smiled back a weak but happy little smile of implicit 

trust. 

But as after some sore hurt is healed, its scar stil] rankles 

and burns, at times, if it is touched, so for a long time 

Francesca would shrink if any careless hand came near this 

hidden place in her memory ; and would even, if she could 

not aid the sufferer, turn aside with a restless sense of pain, 

from any human companionship in sorrow. There was 

only one sign of the past which she kept, —her onyx 

ring, which George had given her when a school-boy, and 

which, therefore, had few links with their broken love for 

each other. The shadowy world of dreams became dis- 

tasteful to her, the poetry of regret jarred upon too tender 

a chord, the low lamenting minor melodies were laid aside, 

and the keys throbbed no longer to the wild, eager passion 

of fugues, or the weird melancholy of the nocturnes. But 

her delight was all the more intense in all sunshiny 

scenes, in flowers, the green and sheltered places of wood 

and meadow, and the ‘* trickling of the invisible brooks.”’ 

Little children, everything that was bright or young 

attracted her; for since she had learned sorrow by heart, 

she knew the full sweetness of joy. One day Maurice rode 

up to the old homestead to see her father and herself, and was 

conducted by the servant to the lawn, where his mistress, he 

said, was feeding the young pheasants. Yes, there she was, 

joyous and fair once more. The green leaves were dancing 

overhead, and the sunshine was lighting up every dimple 

and brightening the color in her sweet face, as she leaned 

down and talked to the shy, brown brood that fluttered 

around her feet and ate from her white hand, but cast 
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timid glances at every stranger. A little behind her, stood 

old Lisa, holding the basket of food, and watching the 

scene with a smile that relaxed her wrinkled features. 

The pet pigeons perched on Francesca’s shoulder cooed and 

stretched up their shining, purple necks to look in her face, 

and farther off walked a stately peacock, and spread his 

train of many-eyed splendor in the sun. 

Mr. Evelyn looked on, with his rubicund face shining with 

satisfaction, thinking his daughter’s eyes, from beneath the 

scarlet hood, which made one spot of vivid color in all the 

surrounding greenness of grass and foliage, the loveliest 

picture in the world. He turned with hearty pleasure to 

greet Maurice as he heard his voice, and Francesca looked 

up and smiled as if she had never known pain. Maurice, 

who loved her so well, was comforted, and thought the 

work of healing accomplished. For if to the closest scru- 

tiny of affection the frank face wore one light the less, if 

there was one shadow more in her shining dark eyes, they 

were only the lovelier for the new sympathy and depth of 

sweetness in their winning grace. Yet no forgetfulness of 

the old love or the old pain, had any share in her peace, 

which was rather a steadfast, but cheerful remembrance. 

She had never tried to cast off the past, and the discipline 

and knowledge it had brought, but took it into her life, 

and covered it with a tender blossoming of patience and 

quiet household affections, of daily duties and resolved 

contentment. Evia F. M. 
[To BE CONTINUED. ] 

NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.! 

The recent publication of the memoirs of Madame de 

Remusat, the memoirs of Prince Metternich, and the last 

instalment of M. Lanfrey’s history, will impart a new zeal 

to students of that most entertaining and brilliant, if not 

? Copyrighted 1880, by G. W. McCall. 
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the most instructive period of history which is compre- 

hended in the career of Napoleon. The memoirs of Madame 

de Remusat are certainly full of interest, as writings of the 

Boswellian character generally are; but so many books of 

that nature have been published concerning Napoleon, that 

much new light will not be shed by this work upon his 

character and his life. This lady’s position afforded her 

unsurpassed facilities for picking up court scandal. But, 

aside from the ordinary gossip of the palace, which is the 

most unreliable of all kinds of gossip, her means of informa- 

tion as to actual facts in the emperor’s private life were 

more limited than those of Bourienne, of Las Casas, and of 

many other writers who shared with Napoleon his private 

apartments or his tent, and who, under all circumstances, 

possessed the most ample opportunities of knowledge. 

And the fact that the notes which she originally made were 

destroyed, and that she describes incidents and conversa- 

tions, in many instances after a long lapse of time, with 

such apparent precision and particularity, will detract from 

the confidence with which her book might otherwise be 

regarded. 

The Memoirs of Prince Metternich are chiefly concerning 

their author, but they occasionally present us with the most 

interesting glimpse of Napoleon and his methods of diplo- 

macy. Probably no diplomat that ever lived, possessed in 

a greater degree than Napoleon the power of misleading an 

ally or of browbeating an enemy. He could so skilfully 

intermingle persuasion and menace that his antagonist was 

scarcely conscious of the existence of either, while he was 

profoundly influenced by both. He was covered with a 

glory which inspired at once admiration and terror. He 

was unsurpassed in the art of concealing his purposes under 

the appearance of a clear statement of them ; and, finally, no 

man was more fruitful in diplomatic lies. In some of his 

more important negotiations Prince Metternich was a chief 

actor, and we are given in these memoirs an apparently 

truthful record of conferences in which the vast and diffi- 
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cult interests at stake required of Napoleon the utmost 

exercise of his genius. Inthe account of the memorable ne- 

gotiation at Leipsic there is presented the dramatic picture 

of Napoleon, who, surrounded by the overwhelming forces 

of the allies, his generals cowed and disheartened, defeat 

almost inevitable, still displays an unconquered and reso- 

lute spirit, and prefers utter defeat upon the field of battle 

to any surrender of the conquests of France. 

Metternich does not, of course, place the highest estimate 

upon Napoleon’s career and genius. When, however, we 

consider the position and education of Metternich, it must 

be admitted that his views in regard to his great antagonist 

are not very unjust. He was the sworn servant of a court 

which was to Napoleon a most fatal and perfidious enemy. 

The wildest stories were current at Vienna concerning Na- 

poleon’s policy and ambition. From early childhood and 

throughout his life a most zealous advocate of legitimacy 

and the divine right of kings, Metternich could regard with 

little favor the spectacle of a tinsel court, where an upstart 

without one drop of royal blood profaned the most princely 

rites. It is not strange that this apostle of despotism 

should find in the revolution, the end of which he believed 

he had seen, nothing but cruelty and disorder ; nothing, in 

short, but proof that his was the only system of govern- 

ment, and that he should credit Napoleon with a mere tran- 

sient glory and an ephemeral influence upon the politics of 

Europe. It is his system that was victorious over the revo- 

lution and over Napoleon, and because Napoleon opposed 

that system he should be accounted short-sighted and 

lacking in the highest genius. He did not seem to con- 

sider that that system and all the coalitions which it sum- 

moned to its aid were utterly unavailing against Napoleon’s 

diplomacy and arms, and that his power remained unbroken 

until the latter made nature an enemy, and attempted 

upon the frozen deserts of Russia to conquer famine and 

the winter’s storm. 

Vol. 6— No.5 
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The history of M. Lanfrey begins with an air of the 

utmost impartiality. Being far removed in point of time 

from the events of which he treats, he is capable of forming 

a dispassionate judgment. Bonaparte had received from 

writers only violent abuse or violent eulogy. This historian 

will occupy a middle ground. After such professions of 

fairness, which prove in the end to be merely the common 

trick of an advocate who wishes to gain favor with the jury, 

M. Lanfrey proceeds to bring forth a work which, for 

malice and for injustice to Napoleon, is not surpassed by 

_the work of any British writer. It seems, in brief, to be the 

purpose of this author to grant to Napoleon no praise that 

can be conferred upon another, to impute to no one else 

blame that ‘by any possibility can be thrown upon him, and 

when he is utterly unable to avoid crediting his subject with 

a good action, to impute to him a bad motive, and to give 

to the action itself the very minimum of praise. From the 

beginning to the end of this work there is omitted no oppor- 

tunity of making the most violent presumptions and draw- 

ing the most hostile conclusions against Napoleon. It is 

foreign to my purpose to enter into any extended considera- 

tion of this work, but in view of its high pretentions, and 

also of the fact that in some quarters it is regarded as 

authority, it may be well to test the author’s fairness in a 

few instances, taken almost at random. 

The proclamation of Bonaparte to his soldiers when he 

assumed command of the Army of Italy, is analyzed and 

criticised by M. Lanfrey as if it had been addressed to an 

army of schoolmasters. He professes to find lurking in its 

phrases the elements of Napoleon’s whole subsequent policy, 

and the cause of all the depredations that were afterwards 

committed by his soldiers in Italy. If M. Lanfrey had 

begun his work with the avowed purpose of writing a 

tirade instead of a history, his criticism of this proclamation 

would scarcely seem excusable. It is only necessary for an 

instant to consider the circumstances of the situation. 
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There were posted upon the Rhine for that campaign two 

fine armies of eighty thousand men each, commanded by 

two generals who at that time were the must famous in 

France. It was upon this theatre of war that the republic 

hoped for its victories. The Army of Italy was regarded 

somewhat in the light of an army of sacrifice ; or, at least, 

the utmost that could be fairly expected of this handful of 

men was that it might keep back the overwhelming force to 

which it was opposed. The condition of this army was 

most deplorable. Without pay, without shoes, without suf- 

ficient food, disciplme had relaxed, its ranks were thinned 

by desertions, and, accustomed only to contend for the 

barren summits of the Alps and Apennines, its desire to 

enter upon a new contest was not high. 

Nor did the arrival of Bonaparte inspire it with any con- 

fidence. Unknown, young, of short and slender figure, he 

was regarded by the soldiers with distrust, and by the older 

generals with jealousy and suspicion. But his proclama- 

tion, couched in the most striking and eloquent language, 

and presenting to the soldiers the prospects of food, of 

clothing, of pay, of victory, stirred them up to the highest 

pitch of enthusiasm. M. Lanfrey regards it as a crime that 

Bonaparte should have held out to these destitute and dis- 

couraged men the hope of substantial comforts. And then 

he indulges in some pages of fine writing, after the French 

style of ranting about nothing, to prove that Bonaparte 

should have harangued these hungry and naked semi-brig- 

ands with some of the stale platitudes about liberty. He 

should have conjured by those abstract ideas which, in the 

soldiers’ minds, had become associated with privation, with 

anarchy, with the most blood-thirsty cruelty, and for which 

they had been conquered and had starved. The worn-out 

visions of such liberty would have inspired such troops 

more than the hope of bread. Bonaparte, however, chose 

the part of a general rather than the part of a demagogue 

of the National Convention, and while this course displeased 
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M. Lanfrey, it undoubtedly contributed to victory. For the 

purposes of his criticism, M. Lanfrey then exaggerates the 

subsequent depredations of the soldiers, all of which he at- 

tributes tothe proclamation. But when the previous desti- 

tution of these men is considered, their moderation in this 

regard seems one of the marvels of war. After the first 

few days of victory the authority of their commander be- 

came absolutely established, and in discipline and conduct 

they were unsurpassed by any army of the republic. 

M. Lanfrey charges that Bonaparte undertook his daring 

march to the gates of Vienna, after his Italian victories, 

from a jealousy of the Army of the Rhine and from a desire 

to appropriate to himself all the glory of securing peace. 

Not content with criticising his dispositions for battle, with 

belittling his victories, and with throwing the darkest light 

over his political transactions in Italy, he censures Bona- 

parte for displaying that energy which was his distinguish- 

ing characteristic, and which he invariably displayed in his 

campaigns. The previous year had seen him upon the 

banks of the Adige and Po, contending against overwhelm- 

ing numbers and destroying army after army of the enemy, 

only by superhuman energy and genius. The army of the 

republic upon the Rhine, certainly equal to its adversary in 

numbers and spirit, had done nothing except to place itself 

in perilous positions, from which it could regain safety only 

through more perilous retreats. It is true that the move- 

ments of this army were hampered by a bad plan of the 

Directory. But, vicious as that plan was, there were still 

presented to Moreau opportunities for the most brilliant ex- 

ploits, — opportunities that would have been seized by a 

general of a tithe of Bonaparte’s resources. Thus the whole 

summer had been wasted, and the army, reduced in num- 

bers and equipment, was compelled to retire to the west 

bank of the Rhine. At the opening of the ensuing year, 

M. Lanfrey’s idol, Gen. Moreau, an officer who scarcely ever 

won a victory, unless it were thrust upon him, as at Hohenlin- 
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den, commanded this army, in conjunction with Hoche. The 

ardor of the latter general was restrained by the passive 

caution of his colleague, and the delay of the army upon the 

west bank was prolonged by all those obstacles which delay 

mediocrity, but are nothing when confronted by a man of 

genius. What could Bonaparte expect, in view of the result 

of the previous campaign? What could he look for from 

an officer who had lost several precious weeks that he might 

get a contribution to bridge the Rhine? Bonaparte did 

what from his whole career we should expect him to do, 

regardless of the Army of the Rhine. He struck an instant 

and vigorous blow. He extorted a peace from the enemy 

under the very walls of his capital. And that M. Lanfrey 

should complain because he ( Bonaparte ) did not delay, that 

a slow and too cautious rival might share the glory of a con- 

quest, is to display « spirit far from becoming in a histo- 

rian, and a spirit that so thoroughly prevades this work as 

to reduce it in tone to the level of the most partisan 

tract. 

His treatment of the correspondence concerning the 

Italian States is scarcely less unfair. He is at great pains 

to establish a variance between Bonaparte’s public procla- 

mations and his secret instructions to his generals. He 

does not grant even the ordinary latitude of diplomacy. 

It would be in keeping with the attack which this historian 

applied in judgment upon Bonaparte to have censured old 

Marshal Wurmser for lying concerning the quantity of pro- 

visions in Mantua, that he might obtain more advantageous 

terms of capitulation. 

But the utmost eloquence that M. Lanfrey possessed is 

valled into action to depreciate the peace of Campo For- 

mio, and especially the articles in that treaty that related 

to Venice. It is probably true that there were some duplic- 

ity, a good deal of bluffing, and some of the other objec- 

tionable practices of diplomacy employed in connection with 

the negotiations of Campo Formio. There was some 
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mockery in Bonapurte’s statement to the Venetians that they 

might, defend themselves from Austria, when he had seized 

their forts and fleets, had despoiled them of their arms, and 

had stripped them of a large portion of their'wealth. But 

the methods of that negotiation were not in the least below 

the standard of the diplomacy of that age. And as to 

Venice, our regret over her extinction is very much like the 

regret that we would feel over the murder of a bad man. 

A principle perhaps has been violated, but the direct re- 

sult is to the benefit of mankind. But if any crime was 

committed towards Venice, it was the crime of Austria, who 

was in effect her ally. That refuge of tyranny deserved 

no consideration at the hands of France, whose troops she 

had murdered, and to whom she had been worse than an 

open enemy. Even if Venice had been armed, she could 

not possibly have resisted Austrian invasion, and she pos- 

sessed no claims whatever upon France for the protection of 

her territory. The utmost crime that can be here charged 

to Bonaparte, therefore, is that he permitted that which he 

was under no obligation to prevent. 

The treaty of Campo Formio was almost the only treaty 

of magnitude that had ever been made with the republic. 

France had never secured a more glorious peace. To Bon- 

aparte belonged the chief credit of winning the battles that 

made the treaty possible, and finally of negotiating the 

treaty itself. And it does not seem very unreasonable to 

conclude that Bonaparte’s relation to that treaty was M. 

Lanfrey’s reason for overlooking its many glorious features, 

for finding in it only unmixed evil, and finally for ascribing 

to it so many subsequent disasters. 

M. Lanfrey then pursues his subject from Italy to Egypt, 

and upon all of the many questions of policy, and conduct 

which were raised, and which always can be raised concern- 

ing an expedition of such magnitude, he assumes an attitude 

hostile to Bonaparte. There is no slander that he does not 

defend. Upon the absurd charge that Bonaparte caused 
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his sick soldiers to be poisoned, M. Lanfrey argues at great 

length; and after finding Bonaparte guilty, upon general 

principles, he then adds that he is compelled to admit that 

the accusation stands utterly without proof. The irresolute 

conduct of Kleber, and his complaint concerning the condi- 

tion of the army when Bonaparte left Egypt, are of course 

justified. When M. Lanfrey wishes to exaggerate the 

strength of Bonaparte’s army in Italy, it suits his purpose 

to quote from the official reports to the Directory, with the 

statement that Bonaparte, to gain greater glory from his 

victories, habitually understated the numbers of his forces. 

When, however, he wishes to diminish the number of sol- 

diers in Egypt, when the command was thrust upon Kleber, 

he quotes the complaints made by Bonaparte, in his letters 

from Egypt to the Directory, concerning the weakness of 

his force, and he binds him by those statements. If Bona- 

parte was not a good witness upon the question of the size 

of his army in Italy, it is difficult to perceive why he should 

be a good witness as to the size of the Egyptian army, when 

the circumstances of the two cases were precisely similar, or 

rather, when in the latter case the inducements for him to 

underrate his forces were increased. It is a part of M. 

Lanfrey’s duty, as an historian, to fix upon the number 

of the troops who remained in Egypt, and not merely to 

search out contradictions in correspondence. 

M. Lanfrey pronounces the complaints of Kleber conciu- 

sively sustained by the letters of the chief of staff, and of 

one of the generals of thearmy. He accepts the statements 

of these witnesses and of Kleber without any allowance or 

question, when in fact those statements should be weighed 

with the greatest care. Kleber, although trustworthy and 

heroic, was not fitted to endure the responsibilities of com- 

mand. ‘The isolated situation of the army appalled the 

bravest among the soldiers, and almost to a man they de- 

sired to return from exile at any price. The general who 

had planned the expedition, and who would secure the 

greatest share of glory from its success, had left the army. 
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The most deplorable picture would naturally be presented 

to the Directory to induce them to make some provision for 

the return of the new colony. Gen. Bonaparte even could 

be maligned with impunity. He was attempting to cross a 

sea infested with British fleets. There was every probability 

that he would share the fate of the interrupted correspond- 

ence. And even if he should reach the French shores, he 

would be merely a general, and a general without a com- 

mand. No more pleasing service could be rendered that 

distrustful and tottering government than to present evi- 

dence sgainst him from whom it had most to fear. These 

witnesses, then, had the strongest motives — the hope of life, 

the hope of abandoning what appeared to them a chimerical 

expedition, the hope of a recall from exile— to depreciate 

the condition of the army and to understate its numbers. 

Very many generals have distorted such facts from mere 

motives of vanity, and there have been very few who would 

have failed under such perilous circumstances to present 

the most gloomy outlook. In view of these facts, it seems 

anything but candor for this historian, upon such evidence, 

to pronounce the statements of Kleber ‘‘irrefutably just.’’ 

Bonaparte received the interrupted correspondence after 

he had overthrown the Directory, and had in effect secured 

absolute power. He displayed in this instance that gentle- 

ness ind humanity that were characteristic of his early 

administration, and he evinced towards Kleber only the 

utmost kindness. But to what motive does M. Lanfrey 

ascribe this kindness towards Kleber? Surely, not to any 

nobility of character; not to any desire to extend generous 

encouragement to an inferior officer ; not to win him by for- 

giving treatment, and induce him to retrieve his fatal error 

by brave and intrepid conduct. These things were in fact 

accomplished, but to secure them was not the motive to 

which Lanfrey attributes Bonaparte’s conduct. It was only 

to entice Kleber to commit some careless act, so that Bona- 

parte might have some excuse for taking his life. The sole 

support of this accusation was the very proper statement 
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by Bonaparte that if Kleber failed to do his duty he should 

be shot. It can be doubted whether any historian profess- 

ing impartiality ever made such a charge upon such slender 

proof. When a writer displays such a spirit, and is so 

hasty to impute bad motives, and to draw unjust conclu- 

sions from facts which he states, it certainly is not unfair to 

presume that he would misstate facts when necessary, that 

he would garble correspondence, and that he would color 

and misrepresent, so that his works would be entitled to no 

weight whatever as an authority. 

S. W. McCatu. 
[To BE CONTINUED.] 

THE ROSE. 

The pale blue sky gleams through the opening leaves. 
The shadows play across the ground and air, 

The yellow sunlight round leaf-rims retrieves 
Its vanquished splendor where the foilage fair 
Shuts out the grass from its fierce pulse and care. 

I hear the silence from my window-seat, 
And feel the summer entering in my veins, 

And know with what strange joys the hour-hearts beat, 
The fervorous hours that dance the fleeting plains 
Where Love has birth and Pleasure’s sweetest gains. 

I see across the way the child I love, 
Lissome and shy, a part of summer’s might, 

A life not fallen below, or risen above, 
The bliss of Nature’s calm, and golden light, 
A maid of flower-stage, flower-wise still and right. 

I know how Nature has sheer joy for core, 
How trees put on their leaves for pure desire 

To be and live, how clouds dispart in more 
And more for sweet love’s sake, and the sun’s fire 
Engirds the world as sounds from some great lyre. 

I know the secret of the rose, a flame 
Upon its slender stem, the sun’s fire burst 

Into a visible thing our hearts can name, 
A fire of Love in its fierce father-flame immerst, 

A word that Love and Nature live to frame. 
Lewis J. Bock. 
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JOHN McCULLOUGH. 

The origin of the stage, of dramatic representation of 

some sort, though probably very different in character from 

anything we, in these youngest days of the world are accus- 

tomed to call 30, dates probably much further back than we 

have any record of; nay, I was about to say, is possibly as 

old as mankind itself, though certainly attending plays, 

eitherJas actors or spectators, was not among the chronicled 

amusements at least of Adam and Eve; and it may be sup- 

posed that Noah and his descendants, after leaving the ark, 

had for a good while more if not better things to think of 

than the erecting of opera-houses. But the tendency to 

idealize is so ineradicably strong in human nature that, 

thanks to that indestructible nature itself, not even the dry 

materialism of our own age —so royally rich in maguifi- 

cent triumphs of the exact sciences that scarcely anything 

seems any longer impossible to the power of the intellect, 

and so beggarly poor in inspiration that it has not even one 

really great achievement to show in any department of 

art— has been able wholly to stamp out the divine spark. 

What that idealism must have been in the morning dawn of 

civilization, when all mankind was still ** flushed with the 

godly youth ;’’ when creative power seemed to be derived 

fresh from the hand of God, and speech and song, the orator 

and the poet, to be directly inspired from above, we can now 

scarcely even conjecture. But just so surely as the insuffi- 

ciency of ordinary daily life to satisfy our higher needs —a 

sense of the hungry emptiness of this earthly existence that 

at some time or other comes to all of us —has always led 

men to build golden dreams of another, fuller, and more 

beautiful life beyond the grave (I use the word *‘ dreams’”’ ad- 

visedly ; for, leaving Christian revelation entirely out of the 

question, we know for a fact that the doctrine of immortality 

in some form or other is found even among the very lowest 

creatures still having any claim to human intelligence ), so 
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surely must the same sentiment have early induced them to 

create for themselves an ideal world within that real world 

that is the only one we can grasp with our mortal senses, — 

a scene of action where human forms, motives, or deeds, as 

well as outward circumstances, should be dilated to colossal 

dimensions both for good or for evil; where a logical order 

of events — justice, law, destiny, or God — should rule more 

clearly than is always quite plainly apparent in that real 

world, and to embody these conceptions in shapes more 

palpable and substantial than is possible in ‘ the airy 

phantoms of sweet song’’ alone. In this fact, that it pre- 

sents visibly and audibly to our actual senses that world as 

it ought to be, of which all of us bear some dim image 

or other in our own souls, but which it is as hopeless to 

attempt to find anywhere ‘** beneath the changeful moon ”’ 

as to discover the Islands of the Blest, lies not only the 

chief and endearing charm of the stage, and the secret of 

the powerful hold it has always had, and will ever continue 

to have on all imaginative minds, but also the proof that it 

has its springs in some of the deepest needs of human 

nature. 

If, in spite of this, the drama has not particularly flour- 

ished in our own country, this.is by no means surprising. 

The plea that we are too young a nation to have accom- 

plished much in any of the arts, has grown rather thread- 

bare when we consider that we may count ourselves about 

two hundred and fifty years old, and falls flat in the face of 

the fact that in poetry, conceded to be the highest of the 

fine arts, we have achievements to show that are by no 

means despicable. It always remains true, however, that 

our necessarily great preoccupation in laying the foundations 

for our material prosperity ,— for did not we, too, come forth 

from an ark, and have a desert to cultivate and peopie? — 

without a certain degree of which it is not possible for even 

the rudiments of art to take root, and the fierce struggle 

for national existence which we were twice forced to engage 
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in, have done much to retard our progress towards higher 

culture. Moreover, the rocky soil of the bigoted Puritan 

element that entered so largely into our national compo- 

sition, and from which, nevertheless, as in strange contra- 

diction, have sprung some of the noblest and freest intellects 

the country boasts, was not the most favorable to the devel- 

opment of any of the finest flowers of civilization, not even 

to breathe of so tabooed a subject as dramatic art. Those 

narrow-minded, if high-principled men and women, who, 

completely starving one part of their natures, looked upon 

the most simple, innocent pleasures as a thing of sin, and 

regarded the theatre as an invention of Anti-Christ himself, 

and all actors as his direct descendants, were not likely to 

countenance the establishment of any such institution in 

their midst ; and whatever may have been the more liberal 

amusements of the Knickerbocker and the old Virginia 

gentleman, certain it is that a tinge of Puritanism to this 

very day so permeates what are with perfect justice called 

the better classes of society, that the fondness for plays and 

play-going is considered as evidence of rather low taste, 

even where there are none of the positive religious scruples 

that cramp so many minds and hinder their full and free 

expansion. Not favored or. protected here, any more than 

other arts, by any of the powers that be, as is the case with 

Germany and other European countries where the theatre is 

under the immediate patronage of the court, and where 

play-going is considered as much a proof of culture and bon 

ton as is here constant attendance at High-Church ser- 

vice, — the support and encouragement of even the ‘* legiti- 

mate drama’”’ have been left in our democratic community 

in great part to the middle, lower, or lowest classes, if 

indeed in this country we may venture to make any such 

distinction. That this is the case will not, I think, be 

denied by any attentive observer among theatre-goers, who, 

looking about him, will discover, even in the best places, but 

few faces bearing that indescribable, yet wholly unmistakable 
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stamp that we call refinement. Moreover, all managers 

would probably be obliged to confess that they owe much 

to that somewhat ‘‘ hard crowd ”’ that fill the cheap seats 

in their theatres, in those parts called in England the ‘‘pit,’’ 

and in Germany, by a strange meeting of extremes, ‘* para- 

dise,’’ —a crowd that, rough, noisy, and ignorant though 

they may be, are yet just, because their instincts are fresher 

if cruder than ours ; so remarkably quick, keen-witted, and 

sensitive in appreciating everything great and beautiful, not 

only in language and situation, but often in the subtle 

shading of a single tone, look, or gesture, that an actor has 

all reason to be fully as proud of their ‘* spontaneous 

stamping ’’ as of the feeble clapping of kid-gloved hands. 

Thus it is not only not astonishing that the American 

stage — if fifty years ago we muy have been said to possess 

any institution worthy of that name — exhibited for a long 

time nothing but the yery coarsest and rudest beginnings 

of histrionic art, — remained, in fact, sunk in a state of crude 

barbarism that absolutely shocked the cultivated foreigner ; 

that we can point to no interesting history, no rich tradi- 

tions of the stage; but it is rather, indeed, a matter of 

wonder that we have even so good a record to show. For, 
9 

though our galaxy of ** stars ’’ in high tragedy is so meagre 

that when Edwin Forrest, Charlotte Cushman, and Edwin 

Booth are named, all the native lights of first magnitude 

that would be universally acknowledged us such, have been 

told, these rank so high that they easily take their places 

beside the first actors of the world. Nor are some of the 

suuses I have tried to indicate the only ones through which 

one prophet, at least, in his own country, bas been too long 

without the full measure of honor he so richly deserves. 

When the American stage, at last, through the efforts of 

gifted individuals no less than through the gradual general 

refinement of the cruder elements of our checkered society, 

emerged from the depths of chaos and darkness, and actors 

began to learn the A BC of their art, there arose among 
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the public a clique who, varnished over by that detestable 

society gloss which frowns down the vigorous expression of 

all strong emotion as an impropriety, as well as corrupted 

by the artificial taste for French manners and mannerisms, 

have absolutely no comprehension for a diamond on which 

the slightest roughness remains, and could not think of 

looking at genius not quite refined down to all the finical 

niceties demanded by their vitiated and enfeebled minds. 

They are the same people, or their descendants, to whom 

Edwin Forrest was wont to be nothing but a ‘* coarse ranter,”’ 

and a ** vast animal bewildered with a grain of genius,’’ 

and who probably consider any one on whom his mantle may 

in a measure be said to have fallen, as quite beneath their 

gracious notice. It is of such a successor, in a certain 

sense of the word, to Edwin Forrest, and such a genius, — 

using that much-abused word in all the fulness of its orig- 

inal meaying,— that I am about to speak more particularly. 

John McCullough has not been many years prominently be- 

fore the public as-an actor of high tragedy, but, ‘* unless all 
°? 

signs and omens play us false,’’ it will not be many more 

before that name shall have eclipsed all other living native 

‘* stars,’’ and taken rank beside the very highest, in defiance 

of the ‘‘critics,’’ some of Whom speak of him in a shallow, 

supercilious, and impertinently patronizing tone, as though 

his entrance upon the stage were but of yesterday, and in 

spite of the kind of neglect with which a certain portion of 

the public still seem inclined to treat him. Almost wholly 

ignorant of the name myself until within a few years, and 

rather ashamed of that ignorance whenI found what almost 

unalloyed praise was bestowed on it in one of the leading 

New York journals, by a gentleman whose own fine organ- 

ization, poetical insight, high cultivation, and profound 

knowledge of his subject make his opinion on all matters 

of art of the utmost value, I went one day, on the strength 

of such recommendation, to see McCullough as Virginius, 

and at once bore away with me an impression that can never 
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be forgotten or effaced. Highly favored by nature with 

all those outward attributes that, say what one may of 

purely spiritual force, so essentially aid the manifestations 

of intellectual power, — endowed with an exceptionally fine 

physique, a powerful, strongly knit, yet limber frame, a 

commanding presence, a noble and interesting, if not posi- 

tively handsome face, a smile of peculiar sweetness, and a 

deep, rich voice, whose modulations easily lend themselves 

to the expression of the whole scale of human tenderness 

and passion, and fitly accompany the play of the mobile 

features, whose frown is ‘*‘ dark as the shadow of a sudden 

cloud,’’ and whose lighting up is like a burst of sunshine, — 

the actor rivets our attention and enchains our keenest sym- 

pathies from the very first moment, and when the last 

sound of that eloquent voice has died away, when for the 

last time that noble form has appeared before the curtain, 

to acknowledge with a slight bend of the stately head and 

a sort of ‘* royal and unbending pride ”’ the plaudits of the 

public, — it seems as though a strain of solemn music had 

ceased, and we come back to the barren, every-day world 

with a shock. Since then, every new performance of his I 

have witnessed, — and no actor can be adequately under- 

stood and appreciated unless he is seen and studied repeat- 

edly, —has but confirmed and deepened that first impression. 

I have mostly selected those Roman plays in which he ap- 

pears in antique costume, and which the ‘* populace,’’ with 

their usual unerring instincts, seem to prefer to all others. 

And no wonder! To have seen him move along the stage in 

his splendid massiveness, the stalwart frame encased in ar- 

mor, or draped in the graceful folds of the toga that he seems 

born to wear, ‘‘the stamp of noblest manhood on his 

brow,’’ the imperial consciousness of the Roman citizen, 

who considered himself the equal of any king, breathing 

from his whole presence, apparent in every look, step, and 

gesture, —is to have one’s eye and soul so completely 

filled and satisfied with an image of strength, dignity, and 
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grandeur, that we feel we should be almost content to sit 

and look at him only, did he never open his lips to speak at all, 

for he makes us think of Schiller’s fine words, ‘‘ Noble natures 

pay with what they do, nobler with what they are,’’—is 

to have enjoyed a privilege I can compare with no other 

save the equally great one of having seen Fanny Janauschek 

in one of her antique characters, and I do not believe this 

age is likely to see anything so sublime again, — is to have 

been thrilled by the touch of a subtle magnetism that might 

well electrify the dullest. Striding like a Titan among 

pigmies, he not only dwarfs all other actors, whose best 

efforts in such neighborhood fill us with a sense of weary 

impatience, but even all the petty miseries of an ill-ap- 

pointed stage (I have seen him act on such a one): the 

ridiculousness of tin-pan thunder, of shabby and inappro- 

priate scenery, vanish entirely from our sight and hearing, 

so completely are all interest and attention absorbed by that 

grand central figure. In its presence there is no virtue, no 

deed of heroism, no act of sublime self-sacrifice in whose 

possibility not only, but actual existence, we do not believe ; 

and absurd as I know it to be to judge by appearances, 

and theatrical appearances at that, it yet seems almost im- 

possible that here all this should be but an assumed part, 

and not rather the inmost nature of the real man appearing 

through a mask, the very vision of which seems to carry 

with it a certain conviction of moral and intellectual power. 

‘* Innate virtue,’’ as some one has well said, ‘‘ is something 

that no man can assume: it must be there,’’ or through all 

the assumption the ‘‘ mean heart and crossed spirit ’’ will 

yet betray themselves. Not the least among his minor, 

and by no means only negative virtues, are a certain manly 

frankness and rugged simplicity that stand out conspicu- 

ously amid all the ** pride and pomp ”’ of his réle, — an en- 

tire absence of that self-complacent conceit and personal 

vanity which actors are said to fall a prey to, even more 

easily than other mortals. There is something significant, 
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for instance, and rather pleasing, though the effect on the 

eye be somewhat less agreeable, in the fact that in his 

theatrical ‘* make-up’’ he almost wholly discards the use 

of paint; and here at least appearances do not deceive us. 

For, like all true artists, McCullough is personally the most 

simple, unaffected, and least self-asserting of men, with that 

hearty freedom and genial sincerity of manner that seems 

to be the natural relief and unbending from the strained 

dignities of the stage. I have alwavs observed this with the 

few high tragedians | have known; while 1 found that an 

eminent German comedian and performer of what are called 

‘* character-rdles,’’ with whom I once had the ‘* honor ’”’ of 

spending an evening, stalked through real life with all the 

frigid stiffness and pompous gravity that might have become 

u cardinal or pope, but scarcely sat with equal grace on one 

whom you might see the very next night skipping about 

the stage like a very harlequin. 

Naturally there is a sort of similarity —a certain family 

likeness — between all these Roman characters ; nor would 

we have it otherwise, though there is really a very wide range 

of difference between, for instance, the elder and the younger 

Brutus, in Payne’s ‘** Fall of the Tarquin’’ and Shake- 

speare’s ‘* Cesar,’’ respectively. The latter McCullough 

plays throughout with a statuesque repose, a calm, self-sus- 

tained reserve, concentration, and unmoved dignity, that but 

for those occasional bursts of intensity and gleams of deep 

tenderness that make of this Brutus, to my thinking at 

least, almost an ideal man, and certainly the finest character 

I know of in any play, causing us to join with all our hearts 

in the exclamation, ‘* He was the noblest Roman of them 

all !’’ — might almost be called coldness, and that certainly 

give us but little idea of the fervor of the emotional power 

to which he rises in the presentation of that other Brutus, 

who condemns his son to death. The last act of that play 

is enough to **harrow up our souls,’ and ‘* pluck our 

hearts out by the root.’’ *‘* If vou. have tears, prepare to 
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shed them now!’” one might well call out to the audience ; 

and indeed the hardest rocks cannot but melt -to see how 

parental tenderness is here elevated into a sublime passion 

that yet unhesitatingly obeys the dictates of higher duty, 

and makes a sacrifice far more heroic than that of self. In 

Coriolanus he exhibits, of course, the extreme of that im- 

perial ccusciousness and lofty majesty which, only an attri- 

bute in the characters of other Romans, seems to be the 

chief element in the nature of this ‘* steel-souled’’ man ; 

but there is something so magnificent in the scorn with 

which he refuses the praises of the Senate, and disdains to 

sue for the suffrages of the unclean mob, that the haughty 

aristocrat almost wins us for a moment from our own dem- 

ocratic convictions ; and it is this very imperiousness and 

almost satanic pride that makes the yielding to his mother’s 

prayers the more touching, and his pitiful end the more 

pathetic. G. BLoebeE. 
{To BE CONTINUED. ] 

GENIUS AND LABOR. 

What forms this genius, then? It doth not rise, 
Mature and armed, Minerva-like, at birth; 
It ripens slowly, like the fruits of earth, 

Which need both gentle rains and genial skies. 
It must have culture, — there the secret lies, — 
And he whose talents have the greatest worth 
Needs cultivation most. Hence comes the dearth 

Of mighty men, though weaklings win the prize. 
The task is simple to complete a fool 

And make him seem a hero for a day, 
But genius can be shaped by toil alone; 
So it is easier for the sculptor’s tool 

To mould Apollo’s form from common clay 
Than hew his likeness out of Parian stone. 

Ernest Howard CrosBy. 
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HOLBEIN AND HIS TIMES. 

With the artists and art productions of her own early 

ages, even the German nation is but little acquainted. We 

may regret it, but we can easily understand it. At the 

period when, in happy Italy, Leonardo, Raphael, and 

Michael Angelo reached the highest point of perfection, the 

art of Germany was still in a state of struggle and hegin- 

ning; in all that it at that time produced, the modern eye 

has much to surmount before it can comprehend and enjoy. 

Still, a nation which has proved itself able to take a leading 

place is one whose earlier stages of progress are well worthy 

of our study; and since art is a phase of universal history, 

and by no means an unimportant one, a study of its devel- 

opment will give us an insight into the thought and progress 

of a nation not otherwise to be obtained. At the transi- 

tion from the Middle Ages to modern times, the Italians, 

almost as the Greeks of old, were the true people of art ; 

to produce great works of art seemed to be the vocation of 

the nation. That universal revolution which belongs to this 

epoch was accomplished by them in the sphere of the beau- 

tiful, while the German nation consummated it in the 

Reformation, — that great historical fact upon which, up to 

the present day, the progress of mankind depends. 

Thus art could not, in Germany, occupy the highest 

powers of man, as on the other side of the Alps. The 

artists themselves were so completely filled and carried 

away with the universal impulse which animated their peo- 

ple, that even to them the beautiful did not absolutely 

occupy the first place. However difficult this may have 

made their path, impelling them into a direction possessing 

little attraction for modern taste, still, on the other hand, it 

is just this which renders the art of Germany at that time 

especially valuable, and brings it nearer to ourselves. 

Throughout the same spirit breathes which called forth the 
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Reformation ; it is this spirit which fills its longing and its 

striving, its desires and its powers, which decides indeed 

its boundaries, but also its greatness. In the Reformation 

the German character manifested itself in all its peculiarity ; 

and thus, also, art never so truly relates the history of a 

nation as in the German works of that period. If we con- 

template these works from this point of view, we find the 

true basis of their power and strength, and we become 

reconciled to the imperfection they possess ; but the beau- 

tiful, where they have really attained to it, stands before us 

magnified in its grandeur, because we know the difficulties 

and the struggles through which alone it was to be obtained. 

Using thus the standard of history, the right understanding 

of these artistic productions opens before us ; and not only 

so, but on their side they become documents from which, as 

clearly as though they were written, the spirit and history 

of the age speaks to us. 

If we would attempt in the present day, by an examina- 

tion of this kind, to gain a more accurate idea of the Ger- 

man art of that period, we cannot enter upon such an 

attempt better than with Holbein. He possessed the great 

qualities of his nation without sharing her weaknesses ; he 

was wholly imbued with the spirit which was actuating her, 

but ut the same time he pressed forward to that highest 

idea of the beautiful, elsewhere unattainable to her; and in 

his outward fate as well as in his artistic position, he became 

at once an international artist. Joachim von Sandrart, the 

old biographer of painters, boasted that his works throughb- 

out evidence a modern style. Holbein is modern in the 

best sense of the word, — modern as were the great painters 

of Italy, and as no German has ever been, not even Albert 

Direr. However grandly Diirer stands forth, however un- 

deniably precedence is due to him in other respects, the 

only man in German art who has reached true perfection 

of form is Holbein, and Holbein alone. And we can say of 

him, as we cannot say of Diirer, that the feeling of the 
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present day reveals a path to the direct understanding of 

his works. 

That advance of art at the height of which Holbein stands 

had its roots and its foundations in the decline of the Mid- 

dle Ages. This decline was brought about by the endeavors 

to reconcile Christian ideas with the antique; that is, to re- 

concile mankind with that earlier stage of culture from 

which they had become more and more alienated by the 

spirit of Christianity. Men cast off the fundamental prin- 

ciple of the time, which urged the subjection and denial of 

nature. The harmony of mind and nature, which in anti- 

quity had formed the basis of thought and life, became 

aiew theiraim. This was the impulse pervading all the 

feelings, the deeds, and the events which established a new 

age: pervading also the inventions and discoveries. This 

was the point in question when the powers of nature were 

investigated, when mechanical views were recognized, and 

new worlds discovered. And while man acquires distinct 

ideas of nature, and comprehends his position with regard 

to her, this acquisition reacts upon himself, and from nature 

he perceives his own being and his own rights. Thus we 

find that man is no longer regarded, as in the Middle Ages, 

merely according to position, corporation, or family, but as 

an independent, self-authorized individual. For such a 

position to be enjoyed, there was no scope so long as the 

power which ruled the world during the Middle Ages — 

namely, the Church—existed. The contest, therefore, must 

be kindled against the Church the more this new impulse 

made its way, «nd in order really to change the state of 

things, not only enlightened knowledge but moral energy 

was necessary. The one was awakened in Italy, the other 

was to proceed from another nation, who had not, like the 

Italians, fallen into such a state of confusion in « moral 

point of view. The German nation here asserted its in- 

fluence on the destiny of mankind. 

The German character is not so brilliant, so ready, and 
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so excitable us the Italian, but it is deeper, more serious, 

and more steadfast ; it does not grasp things so quickly, nor 

with such superior mind, but it is far more energetic. If 

the German advocated individual freedom of mind, it was 

not enough for him to obtain it by emancipation from eccle- 

siastical rule; he must go to the very heart of the matter, 

and urge for the renovation of religious life itself. The de- 

mand of every serious mind, the universal watchword, was 

not only the renovation and improvement of the individual 

heart, but the reformation of the Church in its head and its 

members. 

This awakening in national progress, of necessity had its 

effect upon the arts; but after the world had been for cen- 

turies estranged from nature, it required time and the utmost 

exertion of power to find its way back to nature; and this 

all the more, as the Gothic system exercised its counter-in- 

fluence on sculpture and painting. Amid such reactions, it 

happened that sometimes, from the exaggerated weight 

given to new ideas, hardness and coarseness increased. 

And as it is the case everywhere, that where there is no 

right progress, the life soon dies away, so it was here. 

Empty, conventional mannerism was assumed, and a me- 

chanical style gained ground. Diirer and Holbein were the 

first who raised German art out of all this. This forms their 

great merit, but it forms also the difficulties of their posi- 

tion, and naturally causes that they should stand only at 

the beginning of progress, while in Italy perfection was 

already attained. Diirer had to struggle with this Gothic 

reaction up to the very end of his career ; Holbein alone was 

able at once to set himself free from it, and the consequent 

spirit of contentment and repose is found in all his works. 

He was the first to retread the path which Hubert Van Eyck 

had opened, and he may be regarded as his true successor,— 

of course with the changes which the progress of his age 

demanded. In him German realism reached its utmost pos- 

sible perfection in all branches: by study and taste, he 
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formed a link with the art spirit of Italy, where the real and 

ideal had never stood in such contrast, but had been har- 

moniously balanced and blended according to the models of 

classic antiquity. 

It is true that much had happened in national progress to 

prepare the way for Holbein; the importance of a work of 

art was no longer exhausted in its ecclesiastical object. 

Genuine human interest took the place of saered interest. 

These people could not dig classic models from the earth 

beneath them, and the right comprehension of nature was 

still difficult. It was not, at first, the beauty of the body 

that was understood, but the beauty of the mind, and 

deeper importance was given to the face as the revealer of 

emotions, moods, and feelings. Thus it happened that 

greater prominence was given to the art of painting, which 

among the German artists is especially distinguished for 

abundance of imagination. Wherever there is much imag- 

ination there cannot be calmness of style, or withdrawal 

from outward things. We find real action represented, and 

the artists find interest in the events themselves. Not the 

execution, but the conception is their delight. One design 

follows another ; they feel themselves restlessly impelled to 

new ideas, new forms. 

Thus it happens that, together with painting, another art 

is cultivated which renders it possible for them to perpet- 

uate their ideas with less expenditure of time and work, 

and at the same time to render them enjoyable not only in 

one place, for one circle of spectators, but as common 

property for the whole world, capable of transmission 

hither and thither, and of delight to every one; for while 

Germany was the land of book-printing, it was also the 

land of picture-printing. Both have the same inner cause 

for their origin, namely, the impulse to make each men- 

tal gain a common blessing. Not merely princes and 

nobles were to have the privilege of adorning their pri- 

vate chapels and apartments with beautiful pictures: the 
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poorest man was also to have a delight in that which the 

artist devised and produced. The grand importance of 

wood-engraving and copper-plate is not sufficiently estimated 

in historical investigations. ‘They were not alone of use in 

the advance of art; they form an epoch in the entire life of 

mind and culture. The idea embodied and multiplied in 

pictures became, like that embodied in the printed word, 

the herald of every intellectual movement, and conquered 

the world. 
HIS LIFE AT AUGSBURG. 

The confusion and lack of authority in the history of 

German art is extraordinarily great ; the simplest biograph- 

ical notices are usually wanting. The only authority for 

the birth of Hans Holbein is a drawing of himself and his 

brother Ambrosius, exhibited in the Berlin museum. It 

represents him at the age of fourteen; unfortunately, the 

second half of the date is too much effaced for anything 

certain to be gathered from it. Woltman reads it as 1509, 

and thus 1495 becomes the year of his birth. 

Most important, of course, is the influence of Holbein 

the elder upon his son. Much of that with which Diirer had 

vet to struggle was set aside for Holbein by his father, 

whose entire labors aimed at overcoming the constrained 

forms of the earlier style. His heir and successor could, 

at his very first step, enter upon a soil hitherto untrodden. 

Thus his development of mind was extraordinarily early, 

and his first attempts alone would have gained for him the 

title of ‘* greatest of Northern portrait-painters.’’ Mas- 

terly in his technical skill, he adds to the accuracy and deli- 

eacy which drawing in metallic pencils entails, a rare power 

and richness. He adheres to life with wonderful certainty, 

and observes character in its finest touches. There is 

nothing artificial, nothing formal, — no one seems to know 

that he is being depicted. His people disdain to cast a 

glance on the spectator: they know not that they are 

observed. They show themselves in full, unvarnished 
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truth, as they are; and when we see them before us, we 

can better understand the age in which they lived. They 

all belong to the life and doings at that day in Holbein’s 

native city; they are not executed like great pictures on 

order. The young artist places them in his sketch-book, 

only for his 6wn practice and his own study; they are sup- 

posed to have been executed before his sixteenth year. He 

has immortalized their features because they were people 

of importance in the imperial city, or because he met them 

in personal intercourse, or because their physiognomy 

struck him. And from all who appear and pass before us, 

the mind ever reverts to the artist himself, who stands 

among them. Let us look accurately into the round face 

of the boy of fourteen preserved in the Berlin sketch. The 

lips are full, and the brow projects considerably over the 

eyes ; according to phrenologists, this indicates a strongly 

developed power of observation, and this Holbein certainly 

evinced all his life. The countenance cannot be called ex- 

actly beautiful, but it is pleasing and agreeable, because we 

‘an see in it such a thoroughly healthful nature. Genuine- 

ness, frankness, and infinite repose and serenity lie ex- 

pressed in every feature. Ambrosius, too, at his side, 

attracts us with curly hair and nobly formed mouth, — a 

youth of quick perception. 

Prominent among the portraits of this time are Sigismund 

Holbein, an elder member of the artist’s family ; Kunz von 

der Rosen, the merry adviser of the old Emperor Maximilian ; 

and one of the Fuggers, a wealthy patrician family of 

Augsburg. On the back of many of these sheets we find 

studies of columns, Roman warriors, a fall of Phaéthon, 

numerous children for Madonna pictures, a Cupid and 

Psyche, etc. Thus we perceive the different branches of 

art which the young artist already practised, and we can 

east a glance into the very atelier of his learning and his 

works. The portrait studies allow us plainly to perceive 

how thoroughly the young artist trod in the footsteps of 
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his father, and his original studies were supposed to be the 

work of the father, and ascribed to the son by such judges 

as Waagner and Passavant, long before outward evidence 

came to their assistance, because a feeling pervades them 

wholly diverse from that of his father, but agreeing with 

that which meets us in the later works of his* famous son. 

His earliest authentic paintings are the altar panels of 

the Augsburg gallery, the Death of St. Catherine, the 

Legend of St. Ulrich, the Crucifixion of St. Peter, and 

Mary and Anna with the Infant Christ. We find in all a 

great freedom from constraint, and wonderful dramatic 

effect and beauty, and are lost in wonder that he should 

have completed such works at this half-boyish age. Even 

Raphael scarcely developed his art so earlv; and if we 

leave Lucas van Leyden out of the question, Holbein rivals 

Massaccio, who likewise at a most early age painted the 

pictures for San Clementini in Rome. Nothing but the 

immense practice which Holbein obtained from childhood, 

in the studio of his father, can make this conceivable. He 

must have handled colors and pencil as soon as he could 

move his hands. But, aside from his technique, we are as- 

tonished at his evident acquaintance with Italian style, in 

the elements of painting as well as architecture. This half- 

mature youth had scarcely crossed the Alps; but the inter- 

change with Italy, especially with Venice, which was more 

lively with his native city than elsewhere in Germany, may 

have contributed to this. Besides, young artists were 

sometimes allured across the Alps. Among these was 

Hans Burgkmuair, who exercised artistic influence upon his 

young countryman. In the certainty of execution which 

marks everything in Hoblein’s youthful works, in the good 

and well-drawn hands, in the occasional, almost heavy 

brown flesh-tints, differing from the bright, yellowish tints 

of the elder Holbein, Burgkmuair’s influence is evidenced. 

Among the works immediately resulting from this influ- 

ence belongs the Madonna with the Lily of the Valley. 
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The Virgin’s head is of the utmost beauty. A vase with 

lilies of the valley is standing on the balustrade, as a sym- 

bol of her spring-like youth and innocence. It bears the 

Latin inscription: ‘* It is easier to blame than to imitate.’’ 

What ndive impudence in the young painter to write such 

words upon his work ! 

The crowning work, however, of the Augsburg period, 

and altogether one of the most complete paintings we possess 

from his hand, is an altar with folding panels in the Munich 

Pinakothek. The’martyrdom of St. Sebastian forms the sub- 

ject of the central picture. The disrobed saint is standing 

bound to a tree, his right hand fastened above his head, his 

left attached to a projecting branch. From the position 

of the arms, and the turn given to the whole body, he is 

placed in an attitude which calls to mind that of some rest- 

ing Apollo or Bacchus in antique sculpture. If the noble 

right arm were only somewhat lower, resting on the head 

instead of being bound above it, and the left arm leaning 

against the tree instead of hanging down in chains, we 

should have a Hellenic statue before us. Can this be a 

mere chance? We know that the wealthy family of Fug- 

gers had antique statues in their art collections. In com- 

parison with all that we elsewhere know of the German art 

of this period, this figure of St. Sebastian, especially in the 

upper part of the body, exhibits an understanding of form 

which is surprising. Holbein was, without doubt, the first 

of his whole nation who understood how to look on nature 

with an unfettered eye. The head of the youth is also 

beautiful. Pain penetrates deeply both body and soul. 

His misery thrills through the countenance, yet the slightly 

parted lips repress every sound of lamentation. We do not 

see u Sebastian of Italian art, where the idea of antique 

form overmastered that of martyrdom; this Sebastian not 

only suffers, but endures. Mental power has mastered all 

physical pain. 

All the other figures are worthy ot him. How distinctly 

they express to us what is happening! Each has his dis- 
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tinct part, and knows how to play it; each is, at the same 

time, a necessary member in the whole, to which these very 

characteristics are necessary. Although the scene requires 

that an element of wretchedness should appear in it, the 

artist does not overwhelm us with it. A modern spirit per- 

vades the action and the figures, and a modern spirit is also 

expressed in the whole scenery. The only feeling for land- 

scape beauty is a feeling that belongs only to modern times, 

especially as regards the north, where the language of nature 

was unintelligible until then. Bright sunshine is spread 

not only over the pleasant landscape, but over the whole 

picture. The well-painted body of the saint forms the 

luminous central point, standing out effectively from the 

red mantle hanging from the bough behind him. All is en- 

ergetic, warm, and transparently bright. 

Two noble female figures, St. Barbara and St. Elizabeth, 

occupy the inner sides of the panel. The figure of Eliza- 

beth ranks above all others in German art, on account of 

its pure beauty. It is not relatively beautiful, as compared 

with other works of the time; it is absolutely beautiful. 

The form, lines, and feeling are perfect. This figure can 

well compare with the Virgin in Raphael’s ‘* Espousal,”’ 

painted at the same age. And if weask in what proportion 

both works stand to those which preceded them, or to those 

which were contemporaneously produced, the advance 

made by the young Raphael can scarcely compete with that 

made by Holbein. Laura HIncHMan. 
[To BE CONTINUED.] 

FALSTAFF. 

In presenting the character of Falstaf’, Iam met with 

obstacles and perplexities on every side. The chief element 

in it is one peculiarly difficult of analyzation. Shall we re- 

solve into their component parts the crystals that glisten 

on the frost? If we do, they vanish. Shall we ascend the 
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mountain to inquire into the secret of the curved fulness 

and bright outlines of the clouds? If we do, they elude us 

in smoke and mist. So with the subtle, impalpable essence 

of humor. It comes, it goes, it strikes, it affects; it 

brightens, cheers, and charms, we cannot tell why or where- 

fore. We recognize it by the pleasure and delight it affords, 

but its scintillations are too evanescent to retain. All com- 

mentators have agreed in this difficulty of the analysis of a 

comic character, and if they find it perilous to attempt, can 

I approach it? Shall I rush in where wise men fear to 

tread ? 

Another dilemma is, that, being a woman, it is not pos- 

sible according to the Sir Oracles of the literary world, that 

I should have a conception of wit or comprehension of humor. 

Richard Grant White, who has been recommended to us as 

an authority, is among the number who lean to this opinion ; 

and in his essay on ** How to Read Shakespeare,’’ says com- 

placently: **I1 am inclined to believe, on the whole, that 

Shakespeare is not a woman’s poet. He deals too largely 

with life. He handles the very elements of human nature. 

Women, with the exception of a few, who are not always the 

loveliest or happiest of their sex, like something upon a lower 

plane, —something that appeals more directly tothem. For 

this reason the sex, as a whole, look upon Trollope as the 

greatest novelist that ever lived. Shakespeare’s humor is 

appreciated by still fewer women than the number who find 

pleasure in his dramas and poetry. They receive it in 

rather a dazed fashion, and don’t know what it means. And 

this just as they would rather look at a woman of the first 

fashion in one of Worth’s dresses than at the Venus of 

Milo or her of Medici.’’ Shall I attempt to portray what 

I cannot understand? Ah, Falstaff’, thou prince of humor- 

ists, art thou placed upon a pedestal so lofty that woman’s 

wit cannot surmount it? We will place White beside thee, 

then ; for there is that in him which verily we cannot com- 

prehend, but it is not wit. Mv next perplexity has to come 
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with a confession. Iam really not at all fond of Falstaff, 

and, like Victor Hugo, I find it most difficult to write about 

what I do not love. Ill not do Mr. White and his com- 

peers the pleasure of acknowledging that I am ‘+ dazed’’ by 

his wit; but with the enjoyment of his sparkling abilities, 

the fine, delicate strokes of his Damascene blade in compar- 

ison, analogy, and contrast. his versatility, rich fanev, keen 

appreciation, and insight into human nature, there comes in- 

stinctively a humiliation in the man’s presence, an obtrud- 

ing sense of grossness and coarseness impossible to forget. 

Another difficulty, and one of the hardest, is that commen- 

tators differ almost as much about Falstaff’s character as 

they do of Hamlet’s. Snider thinks his character is one of 

the quickest and brightest, though not comprehensive ; 

Gervinus, that the preponderance of the material has made 

him obtuse, and so opposed to all intellectual nourishment ; 

while Giles says that the secret of his wit, brillianey, 

and humor arose from the preponderance of his flesh, and 

good living. By most he is regarded as an arrant coward 

and knave ; » few uphold him as an actor in cowardice, while 

brave in reality. But however critics may differ in regard 

to his demerits, he has been undoubtedly the best abused 

man in Shakespeare, not only by his compeers, but by their 

posterity in literature ; and, acting on a humanitarian princi- 

ple, I know of nothing better to do than to turn lawver, 

take him as a client, and defend him. I'll certainly have 

my hands full in taking a ‘*ton of man’’ on them. His 

chief power, it strikes me, lay in his strong magnetic force, 

uniting and knitting in sympathy with him those whom his 

principles of action would have severed widely. We have all 

recognized this power of fascination, and that often when it 

exists, it is without the possibility of the assignment of a 

reason. ‘*O Tole, how did you know that Hercules was a 

god?’’ ** Because,’’ answered Iole, ‘« I was content the mo- 

ment my eyes fell upon him.’’ If Hercules conquered by 

magnetic force, evolved by intellectual attributes, Falstaff 
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conquered by magnetic force evolved by the sensuous and ma- 

terial —both potent, but differing so widely in their relations 

as scarcely to be analogous. Bardolph gives an instance of 

the power of this tie between Falstaff and himself when he 

exclaims, on hearing of the death of the former : — 

““ Would I were with him, wheresoe’er he is, 
Whether in heaven or hell.” 

Was it not through this principle that he gained over Mrs. 

Quickly, after wronging her in all imaginable ways, until 

she agreed to lend him more money in addition to the sum 

sie had found impossible to collect? Did he not with this 

sorcery overcome the Lord Chief Justice’s designs in arrest- 

ing him, and so far obtained his good-will before they 

parted as to receive his blessing and become the bearer of 

his messages? Is not this the secret of his power over the 

Prince (who was so well acquainted with his failings as to 

canvass them upon all occasions), who braved a father’s 

wrath, a nation’s condemnation, and his own superior moral 

consciousness for the eluding brightness of Falstaf’’s com- 

panionship? who falsified to the king’s officers to conceal 

him, yielded up the honor and glory of Hotspur’s death to 

him, and only succeeded in overcoming his influence, when 

crowned king, by banishing him to a distance of two miles 

from his person? 

United to this power, and perhaps growing out of it, was 

his gift of recreating or affording recreation, —one of the 

happiest faculties to be possessed by man, —to be able to 

yield, even for a brief space, a respite from a remembrance 

of the ** ills that flesh is heir to.” We catch at its manifes- 

tations as drowning men do at straws. We bask in it as 

children do in the sunshine of winter; and as long as men 

sigh or women weep, as long as the weary-hearted bow 

down under the burdens and sorrow of life, as long as we 

wage the battle of existence, we will hail him with delight 

who will make us forget its turmoil and strife for a few brief 

minutes in the purely sensuous enjoyment of a hearty 
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laugh at keen wit, or the more intellectual discernment of 

fine humor. This faculty of Falstaff’ affected not only 

princes, magistrates, and common people alike, but it has 

come down through the centuries, touching the hearts of 

men, and making them forget his grossness and sensuality 

for the very pleasure of basking in the brilliancy of his 

conception. 

He is the purest type of the earthly in Shakespeare. 

There is no possible admixture of the spiritual in him. He 

did not even possess that which is but the symbol of the 

spiritual, — breath with which to utter his witticisms. 

“QO for breath to utter what is like thee!” 

But he has the virtue of making no professions of excel- 

ling, either in this or in the moralities of life. He exists for 

the work-a-day world to use him for what he is worth, 

appreciate his wit and humor for their intrinsic worth, to 

cheer with free, unbounded, rollicking mirth, and when 

tired of him, to go to the narrow casement, pull down the 

blinds, shut out the sunshine, and with grave lips and 

troubled brow turn to the sober contemplation of the Ham- 

lets, the Lears, and Macbeths. Goto! we have enough of 

the spiritual, the intellectual, the moral, and philosophical 

every day. Let us go back to our hero of fun. 

Is it not our wisest men who constantly quote his words, 

the very pith and marrow of his action in life, ‘‘ The 

better part of valor is discretion,’’ when he simply lay 

down and feigned death at the battie of Shrewsbury? 

What could have been wiser? Yield up his life and leave 

his bones to bleach, instead of carrying off honors from the 

field? It was the height of bravery that enabled him to 

accomplish that quick-witted feat. Not one man in a thou- 

sand could have had the courage to have done it, with a foe 

standing over him. Acoward would have defended himself 

to the last, and foolishly lost his life, perhaps, in the at- 

tempt. He shows indomitable courage also in the scene 
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where he has most been branded as a coward, — at the rob- 

bery at Gadshill. Think of a man—a ton of flesh —so 

heavy that he asks, ‘‘ Have you any levers to lift me up, 

being down?’’ an o/d man, suffering all the disabilities of 

age, stiff and rheumatic perhaps, getting up at four o’clock in 

morning, long before daylight, to go out skylarking on a 

robbing expedition, on ‘* uneven ground.’’ Do you know 

a man similarly situated who is brave enough to do it, even 

with a prince for acompanion and honor as areward? And 

if he ran when attacked in turn, so did many others in those 

days of violence and bloodshed, who were no cowards. 

Indeed, men sometimes run now, when set upon, but we 

think none the less of them for it. I grant that he was apt 

to enlarge somewhat when recounting his deeds. That is a 

fault often the result of large, generous natures, who give 

their own dimensions in their words, and cannot be hampered 

by insignificant details. Men’s deeds take the character of 

the alembic through which they pass in recital, and we can- 

not expect that they should appear alike to doer and ob- 

server. His action in recruiting soldiers shows that he 

understood and practised social and political economy in the 

same light, and with the same cool assurance in the belief 

of the ‘* survival of the fittest,’’ that some of our modern 

scientists would have done under similar circumstances. 

His intellect must have been of high order and quality, to 

have enabled him to have anticipated the world for two cen- 

turies in the promulgation of such sentiments as_ beneficial 

in society: The ‘* good house-holders, yeomen’s sons, and 

contracted bachelors’’ paid their money, which was a 

means of good living, —body and brain food for the 

leader, — and remained at home to care for their lands and 

families. The ‘‘ discarded, unjust serving men, younger 

sons to younger brothers, revolted tapsters, and others 

trade-fallen,’’ the riff-raff of society, were gotten rid of 

in a summary and humane manner, while in the discharge 
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of duty, — serving their country, — which was finally much 

better off without them. 

“Tush man, — mortal men, mortal men; 
They serve to fill a pit as well as better.” 

Could there be a more admirable exemplification of the 

principle? Men have found grievous fault with Falstaf’’s 

manners. But we may judge unjustly here who wish to 

judge wisely. Characters in which the intellectual or spir- 

itual predominates, are to be judged by the standard of all 

time. Men differ so little in their deeper or higher attri- 

butes from age to age, that we make them amenable to the 

rules of right or wrong, —the eternal principles of justice 

emanating from the Divine. But natures, characters, or 

characterization that have the ground of their action in the 

material or sensuous, — those in which manner or habit is the 

prevailing principle, — not the why and wherefore of life, 

but such as are guided by the creed, ‘+ Let us eat and drink, 

for to-morrow we die,’’ we must judge by the standard of 

the morals and manners of the people around them, the 

habits of their own age and clime. Was it a crime for 

Falstaff to be a robber, when it was a calling recognized not 

only as respectable for country gentlemen, but, if success- 

fully followed, one that reflected much honor and renown? 

Could he have had better company than his prince, whom he 

did not seek, but who sought him at his headquarters in East- 

cheap, at the Boar’s Head Tavern? Could one be accounted 

a glutton for an item of two gallons of sack to one penny- 

worth of bread, when the entries of the time show that four 

meals a day, with a gallon of beer or a quart of wine at 

each, was considered a moderate allowance for each person, 

male or female? Should his buffoonery or ribaldry be held 

against him, when the best and purest in the land were en- 

tertained by character-plays and mysteries that would not 

be permitted on the boards of the lowest theatre of our 

day? The age was responsible for his faults of habit and 

manner quite as much as himself. But by far the most 
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admirable trait in Falstaff’s character is his indomitable 

coolness and self-possession under the most trying condi- 

tions. He is never overthrown, never foiled, never thwarted 

in the slightest degree by circumstances. The perfection 

of his power of recovery has its synonym in a rubber ball: 

the harder it is thrown down, the higher and more complete 

will be its rebound. ‘* Success is the measure of a man,”’ 

and the world yields him the admiration it ever gives to the 

triumphant. If not the success of the moralist, it is that 

of time, — and he was a man of time. And in this success, 

undesirable as we may regard it, we yet recognize a latent 

principle of action, having its spring in a keen intellectual 

activity, that under better conditions, and in a better age, 

might have produced far more exalted results. Behind the 

show and glitter of his life, behind the licentiousness, the 

coarseness, the overflowing hilarity and mirth, there is ever 

a sadness discernible in the deep twilight of his soul. 

There we recognize a nature ever striving to turn from this 

foul life, —a ‘* Monsieur Remorse,”’ ever struggling at secret 

heart-strings for the recognition of a better and a purer way. 

Was it the remembrance of a mother who led his tender 

feet in the green fields, he babbled of in death? Was it the 

brother or sister with whom he gathered the flowers he played 

with when his eyes were growing dim? Who shall say? 

“Poor Jack! Farewell! 
I could have better spared a better man.”’ 

Sopuia F. Gruss. 

LAURA DOON. 

**Laura Doon, 
Winter’s gane, an’ summer’s coom, 
An’ the wee bit cot is waitin’ — 
You an’ I must be a matin’, 

Laura Doon!” 
‘Not so soon, 

Robin Rane!” said Laura Doon. 
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Robin Rane, 
Looking down, looked up again. 
Through his tears he gazed upon her, — 
What a woe that he had won her, 

Laura Doon, 
If so soon 

Winter blasts the buds of June! 

** Must we part?” 
Robin cried, with heavy heart. 

“Is the pledge so quickly broken? 
Must the sweet word be unspoken 

An’ forgot? 
Say it not: 

How can true love be forgot?”’ 

Laura Doon, 
Like a queen, with noiseless shoon, 
Turned away and left her lover; 
And her shadow did not hover, 

As she went; 
But she sent 

Proud, high glances through the noon! 

“He shall wait. 
If he thinks to make me mate 
At his beck and lordly pleasure, 
Let him tremble for the treasure 

Held so light!” 
Thus from sight 

Swept the girl, with regal gait. 

Years have flown, 
Robin Rane has patient grown, — 
Over sea, a little lady, 
When he bade, was meek and ready 

To be wed; 
Nothing said ; 

Dropped her eyes upon her gown. 

Laura Doon — 
She who swept from him at noon— 
Restless, looks for his returning ; 
Roams the waste with footsteps burning; 

And her shade 
(Ah, poor maid!) 

Weavers in the nightly moon! 
PavuL Pastnor. 
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A ROMANCE OF DOUBT. 

[ConTINUED. ] 

LETTER THIRD. 

M——., April, 1869. 

My Dear Neb: Time, with its noiseless wings, flies 

rapidly on, and the days, the weeks, and the years are 

left behind to fill out the history of the past; and only a 

little moment marks the present; while the vast expanse 

of the great and everlasting future is slowly unfolding into 

view. As each link in the great chain of endless duration 

is unwound, behold how it unfolds new circumstances, other 

conditions, and presents ever varied powers and influences 

to our view. And thus the panorama of life is always 

changing, and each day’s picture unveils a different scene, 

with added beauties, —loftier mountains, a clearer atmos- 

phere, more sparkling streams, greener woods, with 

sweeter songs from the spring birds, more fragrant flow- 

ers, more radiant clouds, and a richer sunshine than 

marked those that came before. As we look onward, hope 

smiles and ambition holds out its grand inducements, 

while the powers of the mind and the healthy forces of 

youth combine to make that wonderful motor called en- 

ergy. The interests of life daily enlarge, and the fields of 

knowledge present a wider expanse, and the mysteries of 

the great unknown are being slowly unveiled by the hand 

of human perseverance, until the horizon of earthly exist- 

ence becomes grander and more wonderful as the tower- 

ing mountain of comprehension is ascended. Music sings 

a sweeter song, and the bird’s clear note has a more cheer- 

ful sound, and the soft wind murmurs through the fresh 

green fields, and whispers of hope and promise. There 

is a rosy hue in the evening sky, and the gray tint of the 
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morning clouds proclaims the coming of the golden beauty 

of the new-born day. The rays of sparkling sunlight come 

laden with bright colors, and they give to the grass its 

emerald hue, to the rose its gentle flush, and to the violet 

its lovely dress of blue, until each flower, tree, and living 

thing finds its own heart’s wish, and the whole world is 

made glorious in a heavenly reflected beauty, each little 

sun-ray knows its own love, and folds her gently in his 

fond embrace. The spring always calls forth an impromp- 

tu rhapsody from me, Ned, and you must pardon my 

overflow of delight, for life seems more to me then, and I 

wonder if I have not half found out its mysterious import. 

But I have much to tell you, my dear fellow; not of 

grand things,complicated problems, or startling incidents : 

only some little recollections of the happiness that has 

flowed into my life since last I wrote to you. I have 

found some true friends, Ned, and the delights of sincere 

companionship have made me joyous again. Your pre- 

diction was true when you wrote me that you thought I 

would have much pleasure from my fortunate acquaintance 

with Mr. Graham and Miss Alice, for they have honored 

me by giving me the place of friend in their little house- 

hold. As you wished me to give you particular accounts 

of my visits there, and to tell you more about them, I 

shall make it my pleasure to do so. Perhaps you may 

remember the old clerk who has been in Mr. Graham’s 

employ for years, and who attends to his legal writing. 

One evening he called to hand me some papers that Mr. 

Graham had been looking over for me, and I invited him 

in, for the express purpose of having a chat with him, and, 

I confess it, Ned, to find out, if possible, something more 

about my friends. The subject seemed a very interesting 

one to him, and the little illuminations that were thrown 

upon Mr. Graham’s past life by this old clerk reflected a 

man of honor, culture, and warm-heartedness. He said 

that Mr. Graham had risen by hard industry to the high 
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position he holds in the legal profession, but that much of 

his success was owing to the splendid training and care- 

ful education he had given him; and he went on to relate 

how good blood and a fine family ancestry were the foun- 

dations for a pride that manifested itself in a refined taste 

and liberal culture, and made honor a guide to all his 

dealings with his fellows. Mr. Graham is an only son, and 

the one surviving descendant out of his immediate family. 

** Miss Alice,’’ the old gentleman went on to say, — and as 

he mentioned her name, his face glowed with a warm smile,— 

‘*has been the comfort and joy of her father’s heart ever 

since the death of his wife. Mrs. Graham died very sud- 

denly, when Miss Alice was quite a little girl. Yet in her 

extreme youth she seemed to realize the great loss that 

came to her papa, and while mingling her sorrow with his, 

she also tried to do the mother’s unfinished work, and made 

herself her father’s companion, as well as filled the honored 

place of daughter. As she grew in years, she tried to fol- 

low her father’s ideas of culture; read the books he liked, 

always looking eagerly for all indications of his desire, and 

anticipated his wishes for her advancement by bringing 

to him constant manifestations of the rapid development 

of her mind. Thus she took hold of her life and powers 

with a purpose. The holy love for her mother prompted 

her to greater efforts and constant study, that she might 

feel that she had her mother’s blessing and approbation 

resting upon her. Yet she did not lose the sunshine of her 

youth, for the reaching out for the higher aims in mental 

accomplishments did not prevent the childish mirth and 

the innocent plays, or check her enthusiasm over the enjoy- 

ments and interests that are gathered in the spring-time of 

life. Cheerfulness came from her strong faith in Heaven, 

and blossomed into healthy merriment, and brightness was 

reflected in all she did. Her works and aims had purpose 

stamped upon them. I used to feel sorry and half-pained 

to see that her grasp of things was so firm, and that her 
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mental penetration passed to such depths; for I thought 

that a mind to develop so quickly, and for a strength of 

purpose to be so early impressed upon her character, might 

produce a quick bloom and a rich maturity, but that her 

young life would be exhausted in its rapid growth, and that 

she might sink into an early grave. But when I noted her 

girlishness in many matters, and saw the fresh color in her 

cheeks, and the sparkling light that would come into her 

eyes in such a roguish way at some little funny story or a 

comical scene, and the delight that would fill her face with 

smiles at the possession of some new gift, I knew that 

strength and health united and added an enduring vitality 

to her higher charms. Then I learned of her love for chil- 

dren, and her constant care for the poor folks who came to 

her for aid, and I saw that the every-day life of duty was 

not neglected for the mental pleasures. She induced her 

father to allow her to have the full direction of his home, 

and since she left school she has given both attention and 

careful study, to perfect herself in those thousand little 

duties that must form part of a woman’s knowledge if she 

would make the home that happy place it ought to be. 

Warm affection, intimate companionship, and a union of 

tastes and tender sympathies could not be manifested in a 

nobler way than in the case of Mrs. Graham and Miss 

Alice,’’ said the old clerk. 

The commendation that came so freely from the sincere 

lips of this old gentleman only increased my desire for a 

more intimate acquaintance with this delightful little family. 

Desire is a power that prompts us to action. Thus, fol- 

lowing inclination in order to obtain fulfilment of my 

wishes, I have often found myself at Mr. Graham’s friendly 

door. Indeed, Ned, to be frank with you, old fellow, I 

have been there very often during the past few months. 

Miss Alice has been as good as to acknowledge me by the 

name of friend, and in her use of the old word she revives 

its honor, its true meaning, and its worth. One evening, 
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while enjoying a pleasant conversation with her, the subject 

of the life-mystery came up, and I expressed my ideas in 

regard to the wonderment and incomprehensibility that 

seemed to veil it. Twas a rather deep subject in which to 

try and interest a young lady, I hear you say, Ned; but 

really, old fellow, it came naturally about in some mention 

of the spring-time, with its fresh manifestations of new life 

and purpose. I let my doubts and fancies have full outlet, 

and yet she did not seem annoyed or startled by them. 

True, she thought some of my ideas wrongly grounded, and 

went on to give me what she called some of the gleanings 

of her intuition. 

‘¢ For sometimes,’’ she remarked, in her soft, sweet 

voice, ** 1 think women see more with the eyes of faith than 

with a natural vision; and if their conclusions are not 

derived from that more comprehensive judgment that marks 

the considerations of the stronger sex, still they are often- 

times as just and true.’’ 

‘* Yet,’’ I said, talking more particularly about the sub- 

ject of our conversation, ‘‘ we read scientific works, and 

follow the philosopher in his theories, until step by step, by 

periods and changes, we reach the little molecule and its 

nameless actuating force, and then we stop. With the teles- 

cope we reach out and take in the great comprehensive 

sphere we call our universe, and observe sun after sun, 

and constellation after constellation ; but the use, the aim, 

the cause, and the intention of it all are as much a riddle as 

ever. We note the storm’s course, and predict the atmospher- 

ical changes to a nicety that seems reliable, and find out rela- 

tion after relation, until a chain-work of laws seems to 

hold all things in an invisible net. The effects we see, but 

the causes we only guess at. The little blade of grass that 

is just peeping up its green head comes borne by an in- 

visible force that makes it take to itself molecules from 

earth and air, until it fills out its form to that perfection 

which indicates its full growth and maturity. We call it 
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nature’s work through natural laws, but are we any nearer 

its mystery by this change of words? We pluck the tender 

blade, and the silent force is interrupted in its delicate 

work; but where does it go to, and what are its after 

movements when this material representation of growth 

has been taken away? Does the force depart, or become 

dissipated into nothing?’’ Sol ran on in the old round 

of mysteries that have been humanity’s great puzzles since 

the race began. 

‘* But, Mr. Arthur,’’ she said, ‘‘ do you not note the in- 

telligence pictured in all that nature accomplishes? Does 

the grass ever forget to come, and are not the flowers ever 

budding forth a floral fulfilment of a spring-time promise? 

Does not the storm bring its refreshing rains, and enrich 

harvests, while the lightning purifies the atmosphere, and 

helps each little air-particle to find its place. Does the day 

forget to follow the night, or the earth to encircle the sun 

in its yearly course? The sea goes on with its work, mak- 

ing other lands and filling out more strata of rocks, and 

marking other and new periods in the history of creation. 

Are not all the vast forces at work with a purpose, and does 

not that purpose seem to be the fulfilment of a mighty 

plan? Each little existence that yields up its life makes 

other manifestations of creative power possible, for matter 

seems to be ever seeking to produce some higher form or 

richer bloom. My womanly intuition tells me, Mr. Arthur, 

that when one perceives an action which is a manifestation 

of purpose, it must have taken an intelligent power to have 

produced or accomplished it. Each little seed that we 

plant contains a germ which, under the right conditions, 

will produce a growth that shall present the rich maturity 

of a perfect flower, and bear the ripened fruit. In the seed 

was a power that, when it came in contact with the other 

helping forces in the earth and air, was capable of produc- 

ing the living manifestation we see. Now, that manifesta- 

tion shows an intelligent plan, which the silent forces in the 
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seed fulfilled. All the elements seem to know their places, 

for they all work towards that full accomplishment that 

seems to be laid out before them in lines they never mis- 

take. This great intelligent plan, embracing every particu- 

lar thing and element in the universe, must be a manifestation 

of the Great Creator, whom we honor as God.’’ 

‘* But,’’ I said, ‘*‘ why may not God and Nature be one, 

and this Nature that we talk about, be the real creative 

power ?’’ 

‘*If I were to call your work yourself, Mr. Arthur, you 

might not think me very respectful, particularly if it 

were something that did not reflect beauty or culture, but 

was one of those common labors that we all engage in 

sometimes from necessity. Now, you engage in an under- 

taking and develop the plan, and give it to other hands to 

perform, and when the work is completed it stands as a 

material manifestation of your purpose. First comes the 

conception, and then it is manifested in some form. The 

conception is from your mind, but the work may have been 

the labor of a thousand hands. When a sculptor creates 

an ideal beauty, he but gives it expression in clay, and 

leaves it for more ordinary workmen to make it permanent 

in marble. I am not drawing a comparison, for that would 

be profanity, but I know you will understand that I think 

that nature, in all her varied movements, is but a manifes- 

tation of the intelligent plan of the Divine Creator.”’ 

But, wishing to see how strongly her idea was grounded, 

I remarked: ‘* If the world as we see it, with its life and 

nature, is a manifestation of God’s plan, why is it that all 

seems to tend to death, and that nothing blooms unless other 

forms as sweet and fair pass away to give it place ?’’ 

‘¢ That was a hard question for me for a long time, Mr. 

Arthur, until an idea came to me, and I seemed to under- 

stand it better. May [ tell it to you as I thought it out? 

You know we look for flowers in the spring and summer, 

and for our harvests in the autumn, and yet we do not 
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follow as natural a law and look for /ife in the living, but 

try to find it also in the dead. Do I go into tombs to find 

living and loving friends? and then why should I try to find 

out the secret of life in the dead past, when all of life and 

all the living are in this very present? Science is wrong 

when she tries to find the mysteries of life in the dead body, 

for what she seeks has fled. The hardened foctprint upon 

the sand, which time has treasured to note the progress of 

humanity, tells us that a man once walked there; but it 

also indicates that he has gone on, or there would be no 

footprint, for in its place would stand the man. Whena 

friend passes into that silent sleep called death, we grieve 

for the loss of the dear one; but if the life, the thinking, 

conscious identity of our beloved one were there, we should 

not mourn, for our tears would call forth all his fond en- 

dearments. No, Mr. Arthur, that life — soul — has passed 

on.”’ 

‘¢ But why on?’’ I asked. ‘* May it not have ended?”’ 

She looked at me with a half mournful expression of sur- 

prise, as if I had pained her a little, and as I remembered her 

dead mother I felt sorry that F had spoken so heartlessly. 

Yet I was earnest and sincere. But she answered, in a 

more tender tone of voice : — 

‘When the storm-clouds gather up the rain-drops from 

some southern ocean, and with the aid of the warm sun 

tempt the delicate evaporations to come into the sky above, 

they do not bear them forever away simply to encircle 

themselves with the diamond spray. No, they gather but 

to give again, and the rain-clouds pass on into the dry 

lands far away from the sea, and bless its increase by their 

refreshments. Then, can I think God would plant a con- 

scious, thinking, and living germ in the man, allow it to 

grow and develop until it was enriched by knowledge, and 

learned from experience the deep lessons of life, tasted of 

purity and loved its beauty, and grown tender and noble 

under the grand influences that Heaven sends, and then, as it 
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was just ready to live and labor, He blotted it out forever! 

Tis not even a logical deduction, Mr. Arthur.”’ 

‘¢ But is there any demonstration of immortality to prove 

the better logic of your side of the consideration?’’ I 

asked. 

‘« If it were demonstrated as a fact, that one could show 

at pleasure, it would need no logical reasoning at all, but 

would speak for itself,’’ she replied, with a smile at having 

entrapped me in my own question. ‘‘ But,’’ she added, 

more earnestly, ‘‘ we see the little violet lift up its pretty 

blue head in the spring-time, and it breathes out its greet- 

ings in sweet fragrance, and it tells us of the new life with 

its fresh beauties. Flowers live on forever; and may not 

the buttercups of a year ago wink at us again, in their 

pretty new dress, while they tell us, ‘ We have come again ; 

we were not dead, but sleeping.’ ”’ 

‘* You are getting onto dangerous ground,”’ I said; ‘* and 

the idea you picture seems to include a transmigration of 

souls, which is an incomprehensible thought, and destroys 

personal identity.”’ 

‘* No, Mr. Arthur,’’ she replied, ‘‘a manifestation of a 

person’s presence may be accomplished in a number of ways. 

In this life we know our friends by their physical form, but 

we also know them by their acts, their written words, and 

by all the indications that tell of living identity. If the 

soul of my mother could manifest herself to me, do you 

think I should not know her, even if in her spirit-robes she 

looked more beautiful? It is the soul we love and know, as 

it shines out through the body. And if the soul, with its 

conscious identity, its memory, knowledge, and its loves, 

has another and a fairer body with which to make more 

perfect manifestations of its being, affection, and remem- 

brance, should we not quickly know it? My intuition tells 

me that we outgrow the material body, and it becomes too 

poor an investment for our souls to use, in their onward 

progression towards God and Heaven, and that death 
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means only a taking down of the physical bars that impris- 

oned the soul after it had reached its maturity of usefulness 

here. As the buttercup takes on its new dress in the spring- 

time, so shall our souls put on the spiritual body in the 

after-time, when we do not ‘live again,’ but ‘live on’ 

gloriously forever. My faith tells me all this, Mr. Arthur, 

and God’s inspirations breathe it everywhere, if we only 

stop and listen.’’ 

I have written out all this long conversation, Ned, that 

you might enjoy with me the pure thoughts of this sweet 

woman. When a love for God is manifested in such a 

noble way, the heart as well as the mind listens, and some 

of the holy influence of devotion seems to vibrate through 

the soul. But again I sign myself your friend, 

Huen ARTHUR. 

[To BE CONCLUDED. ]} 
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CURRENT NOTES. 

THE great want in education at present is a clear statement 

of its objects as elementary education, secondary education, and 

university education. It is foreign to the office of THe West- 

ERN to furnish the items to be sought in the local school journals, 

but its columns are at the service of those who wish to deal with 

the general interests of the subject, whether the treatment be an 

article or a mere current note. So much harm is constantly done 

by hasty and imperfect views, that our really earnest educators 
must have frequent occasion to notice the mistaking of methods 

for ends: the confusion of the results of argumentation with the 

higher logic of thoughtful and rational experience. We there- 

fore offer them an opportunity for contributing to sounder views 

in regard to an interest so vital. 

Those who are interested in what is called the centralization of 

government will do well to study the effects of this policy even 

in such a country as Germany. A recent number of the New 

York Sun contains a readable article upon the effect of the 

present policy upon the universities. All who take any interest ip 

political science are aware that in Germany, more than in any 

other country, the universities have been closely related to politi- 

cal life, and hence can study in them the effect of a policy which, 

while increasing the influence of a few, is said to be rapidly de- 

stroying the greater number of institutions which, in times past, 

have represented the largest intellectual activity. Any university 

has hitherto held its rank so long, and only so long, as its profes- 

sors could offer its students superior advantages. The effect of 
this was to produce a freedom which no other public institution en- 

joyed. Any institution could contemplate the possibility of being 

brought to the front, so that in matters educational there was a stim- 
ulus and an opportunity such as is everywhere exhibited in American 

life. The general complaint against small institutions has always 

seemed to us to be founded upon a misapprehension of the ends 

to be attained by a collegiate education, and to receive its chief 
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support from large institutions, which are always ready to absorb 

more power, and from careless thinkers, who mistake any argu- 

ment which seems plausible for a final judgment which rests 

upon a knowledge of all the facts in the case. If, as is com- 

monly assumed, an institution has no right to be small before it 

has had an opportunity to grow large, then Harvard, Yale, Cor- 

nell, the University of Virginia, the University of Michigan, and 

the Johns Hopkins University, with possibly a few others which 

do not at the present moment occur to us, should at once be 

put in possession of the endowments, students, and influence 

of all our colleges. But any college graduate knows well the 

elementary character of the most complete education which one 

can receive at the age of the average student, and the relative 

valuelessness to him of many of the elements which give his in- 

stitution public reputation. Any student of public affairs cannot 
avoid seeing the insanity of having no local institutions, because 

these cannot at first compare in excellence with those of older 

communities. Any college man who has reached mature years 

knows, in his own experience, that he will never wholly recover 

from the bias given him during his college course, and that he 

would have been more useful if he could have received an equal 

education among his own people. It is a truism to state that the 
educators of a people control the thinking of that people ; but the 

average man or woman seems to lose sight of this fact, and to re- 

gard a little more or less of accumulated knowledge as the chief 

test of the relative claims of competing institutions. The Catho- 

lic Church has always shown great wisdom in its policy, and has 
always appreciated the supreme importance of controlling the 

education of its children. The New England States have been 

similarly clear, and by making their educational institutions the 

best known in the land, have practically controlled the educated 

element of the country. It is to the interest of New England to 

contrast the magnitude of Harvard and Yale with the awkward 

beginnings of smaller institutions; but their own want of belief 

in the soundness of this doctrine has been manifested by the 

establishment of local institutions in each of the New England 
States. Maine has Bowdoin, Bates, and Colby; Massachusetts, 

Amherst, Boston College, Boston University, Tufts, and Wil- 

liams; New Hampshire, Dartmouth; Connecticut, Trinity and 
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Wesleyan; Vermont, Middlebury, Norwich, and the University 

of Vermont; and Rhode Island, Brown University. All of these 
institutions have worked their way to an established reputation. 

In meeting the graduates of the different institutions in active 

life, there is no discernible difference in favor of the sons of the 

most favored institutions, even if the point to be considered were 

only individual attainment instead of community interest. In 

Missouri, our institutions are numerous rather than great, either 

in reputation or size; but the representatives even of many of 

our smaller institutions have no occasion to be ashamed of their 

scholarship, while each college, however weak in numbers and 

present influence, is felt to be a source of power, — and of the 

best kind of power to the community in which it is located. 

Circutar No. — of the Educational Bureau again bears wit- 

ness to the excellent management of Gen. Eaton, and should do 

more for his reputation than many series of resolutions passed 

by our usual educational associations, which are somewhat given to 

‘** putting through ’’ laudatory resolutions. If these conventions 

would confine their efforts to those who deserve as well as the 

chief of the Educational Bureau, it would be cause for congratu- 
lation; but the extent and facility of manipulation destroys the 

value of their recognition where it is well deserved. 

The most interesting article in this last issue is Supt. Philbrick’s 

clear, succinct, and reasonable statement of the claims of man- 

ual training upon the public schools. Mr. Philbrick has not lost 
his interest in public education by ceasing to be directly a factor, 

but, if we are to judge by this article, has made good use of his 
independence to state conviction without any thoughts of policy. 

In a future issue we shall cite from Supt. Philbrick: at present 

we call the attention of our readers to the pamphlet cited at the 

beginning of the note. 

Tue AMERICAN AssOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE 

holds its annual meeting in Boston, beginning its sessions August 

24th. Every provision has been made for the comfort and con- 

venience of the members of the association, and, we doubt not, 

the attendance will be large. This association has, to a greater 

extent than most other bodies which hold conventions, recognized 

the true office of such gatherings, and, under the admirable man- 

agement of its secretary and other officers, has quite completely 

Vol. 6—No. 5 26 
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confined the meetings to their proper functions. The ends to be 

attained by these annual meetings are to excite interest, by pre- 
senting in popular form the results of scientific investigation, 

and to bring into personal communication the otherwise isolated 

laborers in the field of the student. It is to be wished that edu- 
cational conventions would learn from Mr. Putnam and others, 

lessons in management, so that valuable time should not be frit- 

tered away by those who wish to air their enthusiasm or promote 

their personal interests. By proceeding in a way similar to the 

Association for the Advancement of Science, the Philological As- 

sociation, educational associations, and other conventions might 
multiply their usefulness, and invite the attendance and contribu- 
tions of those who do not care to go to meetings whose pro- 
grammes are so little determined by the principles which guide the 

Association for the Advancement of Science. We hope that such 

of our readers as may be East will, if necessary, put themselves 

to some inconvenience to attend the meetings of the American 

Association for the Advancement of Science; for they will find 

much of interest and profit even to those who are not special 

students, while they can still further encourage efforts which must 

find their reward in the prosperity of the community. 

Tue latest sensation is that produced by excerpts from McDon- 

ald’s book about the Whisky Ring. The West is such a terra in- 

cognita to the East, that it is possible that the book may convey 

information to the people nearest the rising sun, and temper their 

present beliefs. To us in Missouri, however, the subject is old, 

and so far as developed, the author furnishes no facts which were 

not at least a matter of reasonable suspicion. Except by the 

members of the new Order 306, it was generally believed in St. 

Louis that the Ring included Gen. Babcock, and that Gen. Grant’s 

attachment to and confidence in the persons whom he blessed with 

his friendship were a sufficient explanation of a blindness which 

seemed somewhat inconsistent with the knowledge of men which 

made him so necessary for the political salvation of the country. 

We may therefore suppose that the status is not greatly changed 

from that which existed at the close of the prosecutions which 

brought Secretary Bristow into prominence. 
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BOOK REVIEWS. 

LITERARY STUDIES FROM THE GREAT British AuTHoRS. By H. H. Mor- 
GaN. St. Louis: G. I. Jones & Co. 1880. 

Many educational problems appear simple enough after their 

solution; though they may have sufficiently proved their com- 

plexity by baffling, for long periods, all efforts toward their 

mastery. Conspicuous examples of this are found in the field of 

language and literature. It is beginning to dawn upon the educa- 

‘tional world that in the study of living languages what is wanted 

is, not the grammar, the theory of those languages, but practice 

in their use — in reading, speaking, and writing them. So also in 

the literatures of the world, whether modern or ancient, what is 

needful in order to gain an acquaintance with them is not a study 

of their external histories, consisting of chronological and bio- 

graphical data with dogmatically stated estimates of the class and 

rank of authors; but, instead of this, a direct study of typical 
specimens of the works that constitute those literatures. 

Grammars, and histories of literature, have undoubtedly a legiti- 

mate and great value; but their value is of precisely the same 
nature as that of the dictionary. They are reference books, and 

any other use made of them in the class-rooms of our schools 

cannot but be pernicious. Time was when the dictionary was a 

text-book in schools. People know better now and expect the 

dictionary to be used only in finding the definition or the spelling 

of words as these come up in actual use. Grammars are the 

dictionaries of idioms; histories of literature, the dictionaries of 
authors of various peoples. 

For a number of years a feeling pointing in this direction has 
been gradually undergoing formulation in the department of Eng- 

lish literature, through the compilation of books of select speci- 
mens of the work of the foremost English authors. Generally, 

however, this would seem to have been considered a very simple, 

easy task; so that such compilations have generally been mere 

aggregations without any clear and vital element of unity supplied 

by a carefully thought-out, rational purpose and method on the 
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part of the compiler. The real nature of the problem had not, 

in fact, been seized at all, and the attempts to solve it were there- 

fore made largely at random. Aside from chronological order 

the selections appear to have been determined chiefly by the indi- 

vidual, subjective taste of the compiler, restrained and guided 
only by the traditional judgments of recognized ‘* authorities ’’ — 

themselves not always wholly free from caprice. 

In truth, educators had before them a highly complex problem ; 

and it can by no means be looked upon as a matter of wonder that 

many successive attempts at solving it should be made with failure 

as the practical result. At length, however, this problem has been 

grappled with by one possessing that rare combination of native 

gifts, matured through the most favorable experience, which was 

requisite for its clear comprehension and final solution. Mr. Mor- 

gan’s work has, indeed, been done with utmost thoroughness and 

finish upon a wholly rational plan which he has developed gradually 

through years of experience in the class-room where he has, as he 

himself states in his preface, ‘‘ been made very familiar with what 

is ordinarily attainable with young students.’’ ‘+The design of 

this book,’’ he tells us, ‘‘ is to encourage an acquaintance with the 

masters of English literature.’’ 

sought to accomplish this design is the distinctive character of 

the book and makes of it a truly original work. Having deter- 

mined upon the aim of his work, he has not depended upon his own 

individual moods and preferences in determining his choice of 

specimens, but has sought to discover in the works of each author 

the predominant characteristics of the thought and style by which 

he is distinguished and which give value to his work. This done, 
there remained the task of selecting from the writings of the 

various authors such specimen poems or paragraphs as *‘ fairly repre- 

sent their versatility ’’ and ‘‘illustrate the peculiarities of their sev- 

eral styles.’’ It will be seen at once that we have here a thoroughly 

rational and wholly objective standard. It is, however, as will 

also be readily seen, a standard involving a vast amount of labor. 

Mr. Morgan ‘*has not been content to appropriate the work of 

others, but has re-read all the authors mentioned in this manual.’’ 

Another and equally original phase of the work is the ‘* Index 

to Authors and Selections, together with References for further 

Readings.’’ ‘This is wholly unique, and is only the more admira- 

But the method by which it is 
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ble as being a perfectly consistent embodiment under another form 

of the general plan of the work, which plan it therefore deepens 

and strengthens incalculably for the purposes of the student. 

Add to this the notes, brief but invaluable, and the glossary, 

admirable alike for what it contains and for what it omits, and 

we have ample ground for the statement that Mr. Morgan’s 
‘* Literary Studies from the Great British Authors’’ not only far 

surpasses all other works of the kind in the English language, but it 

also presents an absolute standard of excellence that must render 

it indispensable to every student of English literature and speedily 
cause its adoption in every school where this study is to be pursued 

to the best purpose. 
The publishers have done all that could be desired on their part 

to give the book an outer form appropriate to its contents and 

aim. Wm. M. Bryant. 

Exitre: A Dramatic Episope. By Lewis J. Brock St.. Louis: G. L 
Jones & Co. 1880. 

What is the true relation between thought and action? Is the 

latter simply an appropriate embodiment of, or is it betimes a 

hindrance to the former? On the one hand thought, confined to 

the ordinary forms of human activity, but too often appears con- 

strained, fragmentary, overborne by the accidental. On the other 

hand, kept wholly aloof from those forms, thought becomes 

vague, unsubstantial, fantastic. The man of affairs tends to 

mere mechanism ; the recluse tends equally to become a visionary. 

These two extremes are equally abstract and lifeless. Our poet 
truly tells us that: 

“The largest deeds of men are slender waves 
Upon the sea’s unmeasured stretch,” 

and again he represents the man who is given over to reflection as 
shrinking from actual participation in the perplexing struggles of 

the ‘‘deed-world’’ between which and the world of thought he 

sees ‘‘a contrast sharp and dire’’ and is persuaded that ‘‘ recon- 
cilement cannot be.’’ 

“*T, therefore, 
Leave effort prov’d forerunner of defeat, 
And with my thought am satisfied. 

* ~ * * * * * 

For fantasy is more than all the world!”’ 
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Thus are placed before us the colliding elements of this new 
drama and of the spiritual drama of the world. In both the force 

of repulsion keeps the elements asunder, never quite permitting the 

full condensation of the nebulez in perfect, rounded reconciliation 

of conflicting phases, save in promise and approximation. 

The dramatis persone are: The Stranger, and a family ; Father, 

Mother and two children, Ida and Alfred. The scene is ‘* the 

shore and waters of an inlet of the sea.’’ The quotations already 

given are from the soliloquizing utterances of the Stranger, with 
which the drama opens. He is the type of the recluse. The 

Father is the man of action seeking wealth with generous hope of 

large advantage to his children. The Mother is a fine spirit of 

mystic mould. Alfred is a vigorous boy with masculine artistic 

instincts that lead him to attempt mimic architectural! construction 

requiring a finely balanced combination of delicacy and strength. 

Ida is a child of frail physique and intense, poetic spirit. 

After the soliloquy of the Stranger we are shown the children 

at play upon the beach; Alfred impetuous, insisting on hearing 

from Ida the story of her vision of fairies, then bringing tears to 

her eyes by declaring: 

** You cannot make me think that such things are, 
I never saw them, and you only dreamed,” 

and again causing her to smile through her tears by his apologetic 

speech and reverential kiss. 
Presently they turn to building in the sand. She would have 

**a castle with old towers ’’ and a chapel where she may ‘‘ go alone 

and softly pray.’’ Instead of which he will build her ‘‘ a lofty 

brown-stone front; * * * nobody cares for castles now.’” 

The very prattle of the children echoes the antithesis between con- 

templation and action! While he constructs she but lookson. Her 

hands ‘* pull down;”’’ she ‘*‘ cannot raise a wall.’’ Yet he finds 

help in the music of her voice: 

“For somehow I can build best as you sing, 
And raise my walls in concord with the sound.” 

Greatest achievements follow when thought and contemplation 

join. The songs of the singers strengthen the hands of the 
workers in a world whose weariness might not otherwise be borne! 

Mere ‘‘ utility’’ would crush humanity. The art-element is indis- 

pensable to man. The song Ida sings is a lyric, the surpassing 
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beauty of which is half-hidden like the moon bebind filmy clouds. 
It is the subtle spirit of music caught in the meshes of exquisitely 

delicate verse. 
But these children have not been wholly unobserved. More 

than once the Stranger has passed near them and been strangely 
moved by the rapt, etherial expression of the girl. ‘To-day he 

resolves upon the attempt to give direction to the maturing of this 

exceptional being whom he has felt to be ‘*a sure inhabitant of 

those ideal plains where is Thought’s home.’’ He would ‘‘ bear 

her home,’’ 

“‘Engird her with most subtle influences, 
And she will grow the white rose of the world, 
The fairest lady in the worshiping lands, 
A priestess in the virgin fane of Thought, 
Iphigenia of these latter times, 
The marvel of the ages, womanhood’s queen, 
Untouched of love or aught that can defile, 
The lyre tuned to the planet’s revolutions, 
Star-taught to music, played upon by wind, 
And voicing ocean’s ancient mysteries.” 

The children have also more than once noticed the Stranger, 

and, not unnaturally, the highly wrought, sensitive soul of the 

girl is filled with fear as she becomes conscious of his approach. 

She feels instinctively that his voice must be ‘‘ as cold as are his 
far-off eyes.’? She would avoid him but her brother feels no fear 

and will not go. The Stranger approaches and attempts to enter 

into conversation with them respecting their childish occupations. 

He praises Alfred’s skill; says he himself has ‘‘ books wherein 

tall dwellings stand, made in times past, and wonderful to see.”’ 

The children make but brief, uncourteous answer. Still the 
Stranger persists, tells Ida of his beautiful home ‘‘in the far-off 

hills’’ and asks how she would like to go and be ‘‘ a daughter in 

his house of golden spells?’’ Shaking with fear Ida only grasps 

her brother’s hand and hurries away — not without a stone being 
hurled at the intruder by the impetuous boy. 

Reaching home the children relate their adventure, and the 

Mother calms the fear of her daughter with the assurance that it 

could only have been in jest that the Stranger spoke of taking her 

away. 

On his part the Stranger is himself for a time still persuaded 
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that the vision which has arisen in his mind is both noble and 

feasible. He will still pursue the aim. His extreme abstraction is 
shown in the fact that he can consider it quite as a matter of course 

that she might *‘ give up all her simple past’’ and wash it from her 

memory. 

“That on the white expanse of her large soul 
I might write splendid thoughts of Heaven and God, 
Bring her where shine the bright and changeless stars, 
That in her lucid eyes their shapes might dwell, 
That in her lucid mind the fiery spiritual sun 
Of high philosophy might rise and burn.” 

Dimly at length, however, he perceives the difficulty of severing 

a child from its home-relations and resolves to think no more of 

what had seemed at first a thing as simple as it was fair and 

glorious to do. Drifting in his boat with wind and current far out 

on the bay, he gives himself up to splendid reveries of which the 

aroma is partly Platonic, partly Buddhistic. At length his boat 

nears the shore. A small house in a charming spot stands near. 

Children are there at play. They are the ones he had met upon 

the beach! A *‘mystic accident’’ brings him again into the 
neighborhood of the child whose spirit seems so like his own, and 
who, as he believes, might becomé as it were a re-embodiment of 

the glorious thoughts that move himself and thus carry forward 

his existence. The purpose he has but just put aside again takes 

possession of him. 

**For I shall die, but thou wilt be my soul, 
To shed my thoughts as leaves upon the winds, 
As rays of light upon the air, or rain 
From highest clouds upon the thirsty fields, 
My little singer, whose deep thought am I!” 

We must pass over with mere mention the charmingly quaint 

idyllic scene at the house, in which, at the suggestion of Ida, the 

whole family join in a play at sending thoughts by cloud-messen- 

gers. So, too, the Stranger in his reverie had poised himself on 

clouds and ‘‘ dared to dream”’ of realms ‘‘ unvexed by winds of 

fierce emotion.’’ Scarcely has this other play of fancies in the 

clouds ceased when the family become conscious of the approach 

of the Stranger, and the strange fear of Ida is reawakened. As he 

approaches she hurries away with her brother. The conversation 

between the Stranger on the one hand and the parents of the 
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children on the other is very beautiful. It turns presently upon 

the children. The Mother speaks of their family life as ‘‘a 

spiritual isle’? — 

“Engirt by the wide sea of all mankind, 
But drawing life from the universal soil.” 

On his part the Stranger has not found the secret. For — 

—— ‘on the rapture of high meditation 
There supervenes a mighty loneliness, 
And yet the world of men I shudder from 
And know not how to bear myself in it.” 

The Father suggests that — 

“ Perchance, love holds the key; forget oneself, 
Bind life with other lives, and the wide sky 
Is clear of clouds.” 

Here in this unpretending household has been found — or was 

never lost—the true secret which the recluse had sadly missed. 

The individual human spirit can only attain to its own perfection 

by actual participation in the total process which constitutes the 

sum of human progress. 
The Stranger deems their words are true, and yet even while 

they are uttered misses their just import. He even imagines 
there is harmony between this import and his own dream of bear- 

ing away their child and making her the same isolated being as 

himself. In broken, obscure intimations he brings before them 

what is passing in his mind. They are mystified and sorely startled 
by his words. The stranger grows more confused and withdraws, 

saying he will return, and — ** it will be best.’’ 
The Father quiets the alarmed Mother, saying: 

‘Pity for him I beg who has torn his roots 
Out from the general soil, and so must bear 
An alien’s part within the unheeding world.” 

Once more alone, the Stranger himself gives clear utterance to 
the truth that — 

“Thought is not solitary, rather grows 
From contact of all souls; you break the charm, 
And enter Fancy’s changeful realm who hope 
From thought’s mere exercise to build up truth.” 

And yet, consistently with his whole habit of mind, he follows 

this up with picturing to himself how this frail, shrinking child, 
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already too much like himself, shall lead him back to participation 

in the general life of the world. 

Meanwhile the children return to their parents and ask about 
the Stranger. The Father replies : 

“He is most subtile, and I more than deem 
Has lost himself amid a maze of thoughts, 
So that no more he has a grasp of life, 
But floats as a stray leaf upon the flood, 
Or bubble through the many-pathéd air.” 

The daughter is told what they have gathered of the Stranger’s 

wish, and that he will return for final answer; whereat she ‘‘ shakes 

with sudden chill,*’ but is assured she need not go unless she wills 

to go. Even while they talk he reappears. The child shrinks 

from him and clings to her Mother’s side. He pleads the great 

advantage which his large wealth would bring her. The refusal is 

made plain, in repeated utterances. He, on his part, is ‘* not used 

to so mistake the right,’’ yet ‘‘ they seem right.’’ At length the 
Father says to him: 

“These are grave depths of thought; it is not well 
To deem oneself sufficient unto all. 
In this dark mystery that we call life 
The appulsé of souls and things and deeds so close 
Connects the each with all that disarray 
Meansexile; * * * 
Thought abstract feeds upon itself, a phantasm.”’ 

The attempt is over. The Stranger apologizes and withdraws. 

Once more alone, he reflects, and finds himself filled with a deep 

sense of shame that he should have given way to the emotional, 

and thus lowered himself from the intellectual plane. He will 

** perform some vast and expiatory toilof brain.’’ He is persuaded 

that — 
“ The truths they spake have only relevance 
Where souls yet infantile perforce seek aid 
From mutual stress; that subtle slavery, 
Whence highest man superb erects himself, 
And being all, is freedom, his true self.” 

To him the purely intellectual, emotionless life — which is in 

fact a vacuous, unreal life —is the supreme height of human per- 

fection, and his final utterance is: 

“O noblest Truth! to you is dedicate 
My mind, my strength, my hope, my all of being, 
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You take I for my bride, you sole I love, 
Upon your altar as a sacrifice 
I shed my blood, and sink in worldless rest!” 

There is a story of a prisoner for debt, who, released after long 

years of confinement, found himself friendless in a world whose 

every aspect was sadly strange to him, so that he begged to be 

again received into his prison cell, as the only spot that remained 

familiar and seemed friendly. So he who has long exiled himself 

from participation in the stress of the affairs of the real world 

becomes unwittingly a hopeless prisoner for the debt he owes 

humanity, —a debt that can never be forgiven! Only he who 

flings himself fearlessly into the struggle for the general good, and 

aids in the subjection of all forces to the service of humanity, 

really makes a conquest of the true, the vital world for himself. 

Only he who loses his life saves it. Only through the death of 

self can the immortality of self be achieved. In this sense the 
drama before us has a deeply tragic significance. It shows us.a 

lofty soul that is lost in isolation; a soul that has never made the 

sacrifice of self for the general good, and which is therefore self- 

poised only in abstract concentration upon self, and whose destiny 

is hence to pour out its life-blood, to slowly lose vitality, and 

sink at length in ‘* worldless rest.’’ ‘The mere recluse, the spiritual 
exile, vaporizes into Oriental mysticism, and cannot solidify into 

modern Occidental, vital humanism. 
Mr. Block has given us a remarkably fine and original presenta- 

tion — and, if we but rightly read him, solution also— of this pro- 

found world-problem. At the same time the artistic finish of his 

work is beyond all praise. The poem abounds in the most charm- 

ing imagery, and will be read again and again, with ever-increasing 

admiration for its genuine beauty and far-reaching significance. 
Wma. M. Bryant. 

CoMMUNISM AND SOCIALISM IN THEIR History AND THEORY. By THEO- 
poRE D. Wootsry. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1880. 

This ‘‘sketch’’ consists of articles originally published in the 

New York Independent. Dr. Woolsey informs his readers that 

he has endeavored to sketch the leading features of the various 

substitutes which have, at different periods and in different coun- 

tries, been proposed for social institutions as they exist. The so- 

called educated classes have an ignorance all their own, and it will 
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undoubtedly result from Dr. Woolsey’s ‘* sketch,’’ that they will 

form an acquaintance with the ideas (shallow, it may be, but of no 
less weight unless their shallowness be exposed) which underlie 

the theories of the so-called lower classes. Granting the errors 

of ignorance, we still have to accept its power, and hence it is 

more than desirable that we should not be overtaken by real dan- 

gers while protecting ourselves against those which are purely 
imaginary. It is safe to say that the ‘* higher classes’’ are as pro- 

foundly ignorant of the modes of thought among the ‘ lower 

classes’’ as are the latter of the motives of the former. Dr. 
Woolsey’s book is timely and valuable, and hence, instead of cit- 

ing from its pages, we shall urge our readers to acquaint them- 

selves with it. Epiror. 

Aw ELEMENTARY GREEK GRAMMAR. By Wittiam W. Goopwiy, Ph.D. 
Boston: Ginn & Heath. 1879. 

.This Grammar, first published in 1870, immediately took the 
place of works as excellent as those of Crosby, Kiihner, and 

others. It has worn well, and its author has been encouraged to 

revise and enlarge his work. 

Much needed additions have been made to the treatment of in- 

flection, and this part of the book is now all that could be desired. 

The syntax has not been changed: it was perfect before. 

Without going into matters of detail, we can express an un- 

qualifiedly favorable opinion of the book. 

Henry W. Jameson. 

PRINCIPLES AND Portraits. By C. A. Bartot. Boston: Roberts & 
Brothers. 1880. 

Dr. Bartol and the peculiarities of his beliefs and of his teach- 

ings are sufficiently well known to make any biographical state- 

ments, literary or personal, a matter of impertinence. Under 

‘** Principles,’’ Dr. Bartol discusses Education, Deity, Science, Art, 
Love, Life, Business, Beasts, Politics, Play. Part II., entitled 

‘* Portraits,’’ discusses The Personality of Shakespeare, Chan- 
ning the Preacher, Bushnell the Theologian, The Genius of 

Weiss, Garrison the Reformer, and Hunt the Artist. The Per- 

sonality of Shakespeare has furnished the theme of an essay for 

Walter Bagehot, so that we can profitably attempt studies by 

men in some respects so far removed as Bagehot and Dr. Bartol. 

Of Channing, and Bushnell, and Weiss, and Garrison, and Hunt, 
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Dr. Bartol speaks from personal acquaintance and personal admi- 

ration. All of these men have been factors in the civilization of 
their time, and while it is still too early for them to excite anything 

but prejudice (whether the bias be favorable or unfavorable), yet 

Dr. Bartol’s contribution must have the value of contemporaneous 

history. Epiror. 

Exercises tn Latry Prose Composition. By EtisHa Jongs, A.M. Chi- 
cago: 5S. C. Griggs & Co. 1880. 

‘*The aim of this little manual,’’ so says Prof. Jones in his 
preface, ‘‘is simply to illustrate such constructions as are most 

frequently met with in the Commentaries of Czsar, the Orations 
of Cicero, and similar prose.’’ 

The study of Latin composition is the shortest road to familiar- 

ity with Latin grammar, but until quite recently the work devolved 

upon the individual teacher. Arnold’s book, in addition to the 
frequent want of perspicuity and of elegance in its English, had 

many defects ; but as it had no competitor, it held its place for many 
years. Harkness’s Latin exercise books were too simple for any- 

thing but an introduction. Bingham’s book departs from the plan 

of others in calling for the effort to reproduce, as far as can be 

done, the spirit of the given English in the Latin translation, and 

in the introduction of a considerable amount of synonyms. The 

good intentions of the work are largely neutralized by frequent 

confusion of mere figurative language with idiom proper, as also 
by the occurrence of errors of which the preface furnishes a 

conspicuous example. Apart from this, the arrangement is too 

desultory, the general vocabularies too bald and imperfect to be 
of service to the young student, and the synonyms are not, as 

they should be, so rationalized by being based on etymology that 
the pupil can draw from them any general ideas. 

Jones’ exercises, like his introduction, vary from their predeces- 

sors mainly in carefulness of work and in close adherence to 

system. Generally, an author in this direction grows tired of his 

labor at some point, and becomes somewhat slipshod. This work 

cannot be charged with such fault. Possibly the book is too long ; 

not for academy, but for high-school pupils. It is a little discour- 

aging to be compelled on the one hand to rush through the 

sentences and grammatical principles at the teacher’s rate, and 

at the pupils’ expense, or on the other to cut off certain parts 

with a manifest sense of incompleteness. 
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While it is true that sentences from Cesar and Cicero exclu- 

sively are not Latin prose composition in any further sense than 

sentences from Addison and Johnson are English composition, 
yet as a means of making those individual writers intelligible and 

fixing a large quantity of the syntax of the language, the book in 

question is entitled to high praise. E. H. Twinine. 

First Lessons in Latin. By Exisua Jongs, A.M. Chicago: S. C. Griggs 
& Co. 1880. : 

Messrs. S. C. Griggs & Co. evidently believe that this coun- 

try is large enough to justify home production. Their list 

embraces at present, First Lessons in Greek, Homer’s [liad, 

Selections from various Greek Authors, and Exercises in Greek 

Syntax, —all by Prof. James R. Boise, University of Michigan ; 

Exercises in Greek Prose Composition, and First Lessons in Latin, 

by Prof. Elisha Jones, University of Michigan; Demosthenes on 

the Crown, by Prof. M. L. D’Ooge, of the University of Mich- 

igan; Select Orations of Lycias, by Prof. W. A. Stevens (institu- 
tion not named); First Latin Book, by Prof. D. G. Thompson ; 

German without Grammar or Dictionary, by Zur Briicke; Nor- 

wegian-Danish Grammar and Reader, by Prof. C. I. P. Peterson; 

Norse Mythology, by Prof. R. B. Anderson, University of Wis- 

consin; Manual of Gesture, by Prof. A. M. Bacon; Elements of 
the Differential and Integral Calculus, by Prof. C. P. Bucking- 

ham; Words: their Use and Abuse, by William Mathews; Rules 

of Order, by Maj. H. M. Robert. 

Apart from any criticism of the books themselves, one notices, 

first, the character of the work undertaken by the publishers; 

second, the appreciation of Western scholarship; third, the fact 

that the University of Michigan seems to have among its instructors 
a large number of active students. 

From many points of view, it is of but little consequence where 
books are published and by whom written; but there are some 

considerations which justify a preference for home labor, every- 

thing else being equal. From the point of view of pecuniary 

interest, it is undoubtedly preferable to produce rather than to 

import; but, were it merely for the assertion of our right to a share 
in the efforts of the world, it is certainly desirable that if we in the 

West have any scholarship we should encourage such houses as 
develop this. But this changing of the centre of intellectual 

gravity has a yet greater interest, because we need in our intellec- 
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tual work as well as in our other labor of mind and body the vigor 
and independence of our younger civilization, so long as this con- 

tinues to be joined with a consciousness of our defects and a 
readiness to recognize the attainments of others, without reference 

to geographical distinctions. 

We therefore hope that the publishing houses of Chicago, Cin- 

cinnati, Baltimore, and St. Louis may find encouragement for 

their endeavors, while the houses of the East may continue to enjoy 

a success which they have done so much to deserve. 

So far as concerns Prof. Jones’ First Lessons in Latin, it may 

be said that its claim to acceptance rests on the perfection with 

which its plan is executed rather than on anything new in the plan. 

The book is intended to be simply a drill-book in Latin inflection, 
and illustrative of Latin syntax as presented in the usage of 

Cesar, and as far as examination and the test of actual use can 
decide, fairly does whatit triestodo. It is a question apart whether 

a book made up of selections from a single author is made on the 

best plan, and further, whether such a multitude of extracts from 

Cesar’s Commentaries do not render the full text almost superflu- 

ous, — that is, from a pedagogical point of view. For the rest, the 
lessons are well graded; the sentences, both Latin and English, 

are kept well to the topic of each lesson, and the notes are judi- 

cious. The device of set forms for parsing commends the work to 

every teacher who has been plagued by the jumble of description 
which pupils left to their own imaginings commonly offer. 

Of adverse criticism there is very little to make, for great care 

has evidently been added to liberal scholarship. The author 

adheres to a few traditions that might as well be given up, — as, for 

instance, the !aw for position of the genitive, and the notion of 

agreement with an ‘* understood ’’ subject, — and has failed now and 

then to nationalize a Latin usage, by showing that it has a coun- 
terpart in English: e.g., angastie — narrows; frumenta — crops. 

These matters, however, are of such a character as by no means to 

stand in the way of a hearty commendation in general. 

E. H. Twrine. 

A Text-Book on Ruzroric. By BrartnerD KeLLoce. New York: Clark 
& Maynard. 1880. 

‘** Believing that the rhetoric needed is not that whose facts 

receive final lodgment in the pupil’s memory, but that whose teach- 

ings are made to work their way down out of this into his tongue 
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and fingers, enabling him to speak and write the better for having 

studied it; believing that the aim of the study should be to put 

the pupil in possession of an art, and that this cannot be done 

simply by forcing the science into him through eye and ear, but 

must be largely by drawing it out of him, in products, through his 

tongue and his pen, — believing this, the author has prepared this 

work, in which all explanations are followed and supplemented by 

exhaustive practice in composition.’’ With the author’s object 

this extract from his preface will acquaint our readers. In so far 

as Prof. Kellogg protests against confining the pupil to formal 

rhetoric he will have the sympathy of both pupil and teacher, but 

whether his manual will attain the ends which he desires is a mat- 

ter of question. The first seventy-three pages of the book per- 

tain either to definition or to elementary grammar. With lesson 

27, Prof. Kellogg, in his treatment of ‘‘the preparation of a 

frame-work,’’ gives directions which bear much more upon formal 

rhetoric than upon that free use of inventive power which he would 

encourage. In fact, this part of the work is a disappointment ; 

because we naturally looked to it for the chief display of the 

author’s educational methods, and because the subject has, as it 

seems to us, been more satisfactorily treated by Day. Pages 83- 

194 are occupied with the qualities of style, and differ from other 

expositions chiefly in being accompanied by exercises. Pages 

194-276 are devoted to ‘** Productions,’’ of which he makes this 
division : — 

f a. Conversation. 6. Debates. c. Orations. 
| 1. Oral. {4 Speeches. e. Lectures and Addresses. 

I. Prose. 4 J. Pleas. h. Sermons. 
Si Written. {/ @ Treatises. 5. Histories. c. Travels. d. Letters. 
> a6 Biographies. /. Essays. 
f . 1. Mission. 

2. Style. 
a. Khythm. 

3. Form. b. Metre. 
ec. Rhyme. 

{ @. Didactic. 
Il. Poetry. + | b. Satirical. 

- ¢ Sacred. ce. Lyric. <{ . 
| 4. Kinds of. ; \ Seeutar. 

d, Pastoral. 
| e. Epic. 
} , ( Comedy. 
| JS. Dramatic. 1 Tragedy. 
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Of course, such a scheme as this, while necessary in a treatise, 
is simply preposterous for a text-book in ‘‘high schools and 

academies and in the lower class of colleges.’’ Pupils between 

the ages of twelve and eighteen can be taught to write letters, to 

compose essays, and to prepare school orations. The plan which 

Prof. Kellogg has in mind — that of practice, after suitable mod- 

els — is the method by which alone pupils can attain any proficiency ; 

and hence any text-book which expects to be very useful must 

depart altogether from the usual manuals in guiding ‘‘ invention,’’ 

emphasizing and facilitating practice, and in omitting subjects 

previously studied under the name of English grammar, as well 

as those which belong to mature age, and whose treatment 

should be sought in the profounder treatises upon the philosophy 

of rhetoric. 

Prof. Kellogg’s own style is a peculiarly unhappy indication of 
what the pupil might attain, and this we regard as very reprehen- 

sible in a writer upon composition. 

We would freely accord Prof. Kellogg all praise for his idea of 

the method proper to be pursued, but we protest against the con- 

stant embodiment in school-books of ideas which their author has 

not fully considered. Whenever dissatisfaction with methods is 
expressed, there is an immediate attempt to supply the improve- 

ment required. This is at once business-like and praiseworthy ; 
but, unfortunately, publishers do not seem to have learned that a 

remedy for one evil may only induce other evils, and that excellent 

books can only be provided by using the experience of those 

familiar with the whole problem involved, instead of with some one 

element of this problem. Whether the subject be rhetoric, gram- 

mar, or anything else, a proper text-book can be made only by 

one who is free alike from devotion to tradition, from a confusion 

of novelty with improvement, and from a desire to reform 

which is not founded upon the fullest acquaintance with the ripest 
results of the most successful students. 

We wish to emphasize the fact that we believe Prof. Kellogg to 

be right in his aim, and that we find fault with his work only as it 

illustrates a prevalent evil in school-books. 
The work of the publishers is, as usual, well done, and the book 

is very attractive in appearance. Epiror. 
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Attias Serres. New York: A. S. Barnes & Co. 

A. S. Barnes & Co. are presenting through this series a reprint 

of the most valuable articles which have appeared in the Jnter- 

national Review, and thus rendering accessible at small cost many 

papers of marked excellence. The series so far as received com- 

prises, among others, ‘‘ Buried Millions, or where do the Gold 

and Silver go,’’ ‘*‘ The Gold Room,’’ ** Theological Unrest, or Dis- 

cussions in Science and Religion,’’ Gladstone’s ‘*The Country 
and the Government,’’ Whipple’s ‘*‘ Men of Mark.’’ 

Eprror. 

Uarpa: A Romance oF AncrENT Eeaypr. By Grorce Epers. Translated 
from the German by Ciara BreLLt. New York: Wm. 8S. Gootsberger. 
1880. 

Before Egypt was opened up to us by the French, before 

Champollion had given us the key to her wonderful hieroglyphics, 

and his worthy disciples had followed with earnest research, little 

was known of her history. Even at the beginning of the present 

century our only authorities were unintelligible ruins, fragmentary 

stories of Grecian historians, and some passages in the Bible. 

We knew only the names of a few monarchs, of whom wonderful 
deeds were recorded by credulous historians, who made no allow- 

ance for lapse of time and national vanity. Now all is changed; 

though we still look with respect upon Herodotus and Diodorus, 
scientific research has enabled us to accord a true value to their 

narrations. We have now almost a perfect record of the monarchs 

who reigned over Egypt for more than four thousand years; we 

have gained an insight into the art, the religion, and the science 

of this famous nation; the most important fragments of her litera- 

ture have been translated into modern languages; so perfect are 

the records of the monuments that it is even possible to trace the 

life and actions of a private individual. Ina word, Egypt has 

taken a place in positive history. We can now realize that an active, 

energetic race of men, stirred by the same impulses and moved by 

the same passions as ourselves, dwelt in the Valley of the Nile. 

Indeed, Le Page Renouf has gone so far as to say that evidences 

exist of a material civilization equal to that of the last century. 

But few have had the courage to seize upon the types offered, 

and, with the breath of inspiration, make them live again to our 

minds. We are especially indebted to George Ebers, one of the 

first Egyptologists living, who, thoroughly imbued with the spirit 
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of his work, and rarely gifted by nature, has given us Uarda, 
which is in truth a rose, gathered from the very garden-spot of 

Egyptian history. 

The reader is carried in thought to the fourteenth century B. 

C., the reign of Rameses II. We are first introduced into 

that ancient capital of the Pharaohs, Thebes, ‘‘ the city of a 

hundred gates.’’ In the description of this city alone, we gain a 

wonderful insight into the national character of the people with 

whom we are for a while to sojourn. Its two sections, the City of 

the Living and the City of the Dead, stand clearly pictured 
before us. When we read that mummies were buried with all that 

had been needed in the actual business of life, and that facts from 

their histories were sculptured on their stone coffins, we can readily 

understand how it is that we are able to become acquainted with 

the Egyptians in all the minutiae of condition and employment. 

From this description we are led on to various details of religious, 

social, civil, and domestic life, all brought forward in incidents of 

actual history, and welded together with that wonderful unity 
which characterizes a true work of art. 

The daily life at the house of Seti reveals to us the relations of 

the religious brotherhood, gives us an idea of the Egyptian liber- 

ality regarding education, and shows us how much was known to 
them of medicine. Here we find Pentaur, the Egyptian Homer, 

the poet-priest, living a life in strong contrast to that of Ameni, 

the high-priest. Pentaur is a man who is ‘‘so well used to find 

his joys and sufferings depend on the man within him, and not on 

the circumstances without,’’ while Ameni has a constant struggle 
to make the littleness of his soul cover the greatness of his posi- 

tion; hence the conflict between these two. Here also we find 

Ramieri, the son of Rameses, and we learn that the son of an 
humble gardener may be educated in the same classes with him, 

both working under the same rules and suffering the same punish- 

ment. It is here, too, that Bent-Anat comes to inquire for the 

leech, Nebsecht. No one is better fitted than the author to tell 

us of the knowledge which the Egyptians possessed of medicine, 

for he is the discoverer and possessor of the so-called Ebers 

Papyrus, which contains a complete manual of Egyptian medicine, 

of the sixteenth century B. C. Hence no small interest is clus- 

tered around the house of Seti; for since the priests were to be 

depended upon for religious consolation, for early education, and 
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for physical comfort, it is not surprising to learn that they pos- 

sessed almost unlimited authority over the whole nation. 

If there is anything in the whole work which inclines us to think 

that the author has deviated from the line of true history, it is the 

position accorded to woman; but here also he is upheld by the 

very best authority. The Egyptians, unlike the other nations of 

that time, took but one wife, and according to their laws, rank 

and birth were derived from her. She was called ‘‘ mistress of the 

house,’’ was given her own property, and allowed free disposition 

of the revenues resulting therefrom. Consequently, in Bent- 
Anat, Uarda, Nefert, Setchem, and Katuti we have clear and 

truthful types of Egyptian women, each showing us a different 
character, and all, by their varied social positions, a different 

phase of domestic life. 

In that wonderful Feast of the Valley, the Egyptian national 

character stands forth ; in holiday dress it is true, but still with all 
its peculiarities. It is a feast of the dead, and yet it is a cheerful 

festival. There is no weeping and lamentation ; the time is devoted 

to pious memories of those who are considered happy and blest, 

and offerings are brought to the chapel-like tombs, around which 

are clustered many groups eating and drinking. 

Rameses, in his forgiveness of the conspiracy of the Regent 

Ani, perhaps appears nobler than when we read of him in actual 

history. Still, we can forgive the author for a slight exaggeration, 
and even find ample reason for the demonstrations of his people, 

as shown in the enthusiastic welcome home at Pelusium, when we 

learn that he reigned alone for sixty-seven years, leaving behind 

him some of the grandest monuments and temples of Egypt. 

But these are only a few of the points that appeal to the 

student. The exceeding interest of the plot cannot be told. 

Each separate page gives pleasure, for on each we recognize the 

trace of the master hand, of the true poet. No detail, however 

small, is ever lost sight of; each is pictured with such strong 

dramatic power that the interest is carried unabated to the very 

end, —the happy union of Bent-Anat and Pentaur, of Uarda and 
Ramiere. We know that he must have been a rare genius as 

well as a gifted scholar who could narrate facts from history in 

such a way as to secure a perfect romance, and at the same time 

a work of great value to serious-minded students. 

Laura HincuMan. 


